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ABSTRACT
Identity Status: The Impact on Academic Performance
by
Milan Jelenic
Dr. Lori Olafson, Committee Chair
Professor
Department of Educational Psychology and Higher Education
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
The purpose of this mixed methods study was to understand how environmental
factors contributed to identity achievement with potentially positive effects on academic
performance for fifth grade students. Early adolescents have not been studied partly
because of the predominant acceptance of Erikson’s (1968) theory of identity
development. Four questions guiding the study were (a) whether adolescents acquired an
Achieved identity status earlier than previous research has suggested, (b) if
environmental issues such as familial obligations expedited identity achievement, (c) if
identity status impacted academic performance, and (d) what was the impact of an
Achieved identity on academic performance. Participants were 78 fifth-grade students
(39 girls and 39 boys) ages 10-13 from two schools in the southwestern United States.
Their ethnicities included Latino (51%), Black (18%), White (10%), Other (9%),
Biracial/Multiracial (8%), and Asian/ South Pacific Islander (4%).
The organizing theory for the study was Marcia’s (1966) development of identity
statuses and its constructs of exploration and commitment as determinants of identity
status (Diffused, Foreclosed, Moratorium, and Achieved). Participants completed two
quantitative measures of ego identity—the Ego Identity Process Questionnaire (EIPQ) by
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Balistreri, Busch-Rossnagel, & Geisinger (1995) and the Extended Objective Measure of
Ego Identity Status (EOM-EIS-II) by Adams, Bennion, & Huh (1989) and one semistructured interview. The results identified a majority of the participants as Diffused
status (n = 11, 55%), or Foreclosed status (n = 6, 30%). Only three were Moratorium
status (n = 3, 15%), and none were Achieved status.
Children who appeared mature and responsible, for example taking care of
younger siblings, were burdened with issues of daily survival that took precedence over
school. Conversely, children without responsibilities could focus on school and think
about their future.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
At two dismissal times each school day—one at 3:40 p.m. for students in
kindergarten through second grade and one at 4:00 p.m. for students in the remaining
grades—parents waiting to pick up their children fill the hallways. As an elementary
school teacher, I have observed on many occasions, however, students from fourth, fifth,
and sixth grades leaving class early to pick up their younger siblings. The children’s
futures appeared predetermined considering their overwhelming familial obligations and
the difficulty they would likely encounter extricating themselves from these prospects
given cultural traditions and expectations. This observation formed the basis of my
research.
Overview
Having observed the overwhelming family responsibilities of some of the fifthgrade students where I teach, I was interested in how family dynamics influenced fifth
grader’s development and their decisions about school and careers. I had hypothesized
that expedited identity achievement, given their perceived greater responsibility, would
lead to increased focus on school and, therefore, increased academic performance. Marcia
(1966, 1980) presented an individual-centered theory of identity status development
based on degree of exploration and commitment allocated to beliefs and values.
The four phases of identity development were conceptualized hierarchically
beginning with Diffusion in which the individual had not yet experienced a
developmental crisis, and, therefore, had not yet made a commitment to a career choice.
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The second phase was Foreclosure, which signified a continuing identification with
childhood values and authoritative influence. A vocational commitment had been made,
but it had likely been made without adequate exploration. The third phase was
Moratorium in which individuals began to question their values and actively explore
options, but no commitment was made. The fourth phase was Achievement, and
represented a clear commitment to a vocational area after ample self-exploration.
Generally, identity development begins around 13 years of age, and the subjective,
personal process continues throughout the lifespan, while achieving an identity comes
later, usually around 21 years of age (Erikson, 1968).
Statement of the Problem
This dissertation focused on the possibility of development being a product of
something other than physical maturity, age, and life experiences. Previous research
based on longitudinal studies of first-year college students showed that identity
achievement occurred as early as high school (Waterman & Waterman, 1971). Marcia
(1966, 1993) proposed identity development based on statuses influenced by both
physiological and environmental constructs, regardless of age, thus making identity nonlinear. Preteens adopted identities prescribed by society and by those in authority
(Marcia, Waterman, Matteson, Archer, & Orlofsky, 1993a). A reasonable extension is that
certain developmental phases should be considered as beginning progressively earlier in
our ever-evolving environment.
I was interested in how the family dynamic influenced development, the decisionmaking that would affect future goals, and how age may not have been a significant
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factor in identity development. Researchers have accepted Erikson’s (1959) predominant
theory of identity development and have not studied preadolescents. Other researchers,
however, have noted the lack of research on identity development and called for more
studies of adolescents (Meeus, Iedema, Helsen, & Vollebergh, 1999).
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this mixed methods study was to explore and describe whether 78
fifth grade students’ observed responsibilities translated into greater knowledge of their
identity and subsequently increased their academic performance. Consequently, I
investigated the constructs of exploration and commitment (Marcia, 1966) in an
unstudied demographic—fifth grade students.
Significance of the Study
This dissertation paid special attention to factors that might influence identity
achievement. For example, environmental influences of society, family and school
contribute to personal growth. Children heed society’s expectations; knowledge regarding
personal growth and the instrumental nature of the school environment becomes
increasingly important. Every generation is influenced to a certain extent by “schooling,
peer groups and cultural forces (i.e., television, movies, etc.)” (Perosa, Perosa, & Tam,
1996, p. 834). Equally consequential, role models and other authority figures also
contribute to children’s decision-making process (Longest, 2009). The study has both
theoretical significance for education researchers and practical significance for teachers
in grades five to 12 interested in (a) improving academic performance by making
accommodations for students who have responsibilities beyond the norm and (b)
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increasing student exploration of career or job options. In addition, researchers may be
interested in discerning the hierarchical importance of the environmental and
interpersonal factors influencing identity achievement and academic performance. In this
study, I defined environmental influences as parenting styles, family responsibilities,
cultural expectations, school, role models, and authority figures.
Research Questions
The following questions guided this study:
1. Do adolescents acquire an Achieved identity earlier than previous research
suggests?
2. Do environmental issues, such as familial obligations, expedite identity
achievement?
3. Does identity status impact academic performance? What impact does an
Achieved identity have on academic performance?
4. What impact does an Achieved identity have on academic performance?
Hypotheses
I hypothesized that individuals in Achieved identity status would have higher
academic performance on standardized tests than individuals in Diffused, Moratorium, or
Foreclosed identity statuses.
Summary
Exploration and commitment precede identity achievement (Marcia, 1966).
However, alternatives regarding one’s future present themselves only in environments
where choices are plentiful. Accepting this, identity development does not follow a
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prescribed age-based plan (Erikson, 1966), instead greater significance results from
individual experiences.
The next chapters will review the literature from the emergence of adolescent
theory to contemporary definitions and models of identity development. In addition, the
methodology will be outlined, followed by the results where I will explain the scoring
and coding procedure. Finally, the summary and conclusions chapter will discuss the
implications of this research, limitations, and suggestions for future research.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter reviews the theoretical and empirical literature on identity
development. Theoretical literature includes Hall’s theory of recapitulation (1904),
Erikson’s Life-Stages (1959), and Marcia’s (1966) theory of identity statuses. Marcia
extrapolated an operational definition of statuses from Erikson’s theory. Marcia’s status
theory underpins the present research. To highlight the possibility that environmental and
situational influences may affect development more than chronological age alone, I will
show the progression of empirical identity research. Empirical studies have examined
exploration and commitment (Marcia, 1966), parent-child relationships, social
interactions, self-concept, and young adolescents’ identity development as influences on
identity achievement and academic performance.
Review of Theoretical Literature: Hall, Erikson, and Marcia
Granville Stanley Hall’s Theory of Recapitulation
In his theory of recapitulation, stated as "ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny," Hall
(1904) proposed that every individual proceeds through changes in their psychic and
somatic senses that adhere to evolutionary dimensions of mind and body. In other words,
similar beings will go through similar developmental changes. He viewed adolescence as
the beginning of a new life and a time of health that promoted important physical and
mental development. Hall (1904) based adolescent identity on physical development: the
individual gradually expressed specific characteristics based on brain growth and
physical maturation culminating in an established identity.
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Erikson’s Life-Stages Theory
Erikson (1959) believed that certain crises presented themselves, and the desired
virtue was determined by how they were resolved. Thus, identity development required a
cognitive component. Erikson’s (1968) model of psychosocial development was
comprised of eight hierarchical stages centered on decision-making during crises: trust
versus mistrust (birth to 18 months), autonomy versus shame and doubt (18 months to 3
years), initiative versus guilt (3 to 6 years), industry versus inferiority (6 to 12 years),
identity versus role confusion (teens to 20s), intimacy versus isolation (20s to 40s),
generativity versus stagnation (40s to 60s, middle adulthood), and integrity versus despair
(60s and on, late adulthood).
In the first stage, trust versus mistrust (birth to 18 months), the child relies on
caregivers to satisfy basic needs. A caring environment will develop a positive view of
the world, however, if the child is neglected and his needs are not met, the child will
believe the world is unpredictable and may harbor feelings of abandonment. The next
stage, autonomy versus shame and doubt (18 months to 3 years), the child learns to be
self-sufficient and gain confidence from parental support. If children are forced to do
things before they are ready, failure can cause them to doubt their ability. In the initiative
versus guilt stage (3 to 6 years), children learn about their surrounding world and
establish goals. However, unmet goals could lead to negative behaviors, awakening
feelings of remorse and shame.
During the industry versus inferiority stage (6 to 12 years) the child focuses on
competence. If a child does well and receives praise, a good work ethic forms along with
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perseverance until task completion. However, if a child fails to realize expectations and
suffers ridicule, he accepts failure and defeat. According to Allen and Marotz (2003),
parents must encourage children to make choices, let them learn from their mistakes, and
reinforce that they are loved and valued.
Adolescence (teens to 20s) brings about Identity versus Role confusion and
increased importance on how one is perceived by others. Deciding between society’s
demands, personal convictions, and ego strengthening are paramount in this stage. Young
adulthood (20s to 40s) centers on intimacy versus isolation. The primary crises during
this time involves struggling with the notion of spending one’s life with someone, moving
forward, remaining alone, or holding on to something safe. Generativity versus
Stagnation occurs during middle adulthood (40 to 60 years) and concerns one’s
productivity and contribution to society and doing something positive for future
generations. However, selfishness and an absence of concern for the future and inactivity
results in discontent. Wisdom emerges during late adulthood (60 years and on), ego
integrity versus despair, concerns living a successful life or failing to achieve one’s goals,
respectively.
Within the developmental stages, Erikson (1974, 1980) further demarcated
identity into three discrete context-based ranks. The basic level, ego identity, primarily
remains static and self-focused with the potential to cause mental unrest. Next, personal
identity combines the self and the context includes one’s language, aspirations, and other
unique aspects the individual. The last component, social identity, or group identity,
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addresses the uniqueness of the individual and group membership from a context specific
perspective.
The exact nature of identity development, whether derived from a single
occurrence or gradual, has been an area of contention. According to theorists (Erikson,
1950; Hall, 1904; Marcia, 1966), identity necessitated a differentiation between the self,
the subjective part that knows and experiences reality (Harter, 1988), and self-concept,
awareness of “the internal organization of external roles of conduct” (Hormuth, 1990, p.
2). Erikson (1974, 1980) established a psychological connection between childhood and
adulthood as part of a confirmed identity. Erikson (1980) allowed for modest dissent
when gaining independence. However, a premature split prior to identity formation
results in aberrant behavior and diminished self-esteem. Furthermore, identity
achievement requires autonomy, and consolidation from others and “mutual recognition”
make it real and accepted (Erikson, 1980).
Erikson Summary. The preceding theories established a foundation of identity
development. Hall (1904) established that physical maturation influenced the
development of self, even though Erikson (1959) stated that identity developed through
eight hierarchical stages based on age during which the individual must overcome certain
crises to progress. Instead of Erikson’s (1959) age-based linear progression, Marcia
(1966) proposed identity achievement results from exploration and commitment.
Marcia’s Identity Statuses
The theoretical framework of this dissertation focused on Marcia’s (1966) theory
of identity development and statuses. Marcia (1980) stated identity was a self-
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constructed, active coordination of motivations, aptitudes, and convictions, attached to a
discrete, personal history that precipitated the end of childhood. Marcia (1966),
extrapolated from Erikson (1966) and considered exploration and commitment to be
distinct dimensions. Marcia defined exploration as a problem-solving behavior that
evoked information about oneself or environment that facilitated important life-choice
decisions among alternatives. On the other hand, commitment represented the espousal to
identifiable goals, values, and beliefs (Marcia, 1988) and following through on one’s
decision. According to Marcia (1980), adopting specific goals instilled the individual
with a sense of purpose and permanence and, essentially, assigned them an identity.
Marcia (1966, 1980) embedded exploration and commitment within four
hierarchically conceptualized developmental statuses: Diffusion, Foreclosure,
Moratorium, and Achievement, respectively. Each status indicated identity consolidation
based on the degree of exploration and commitment (Schwartz, 2006; 2007) and
association to positive functioning (Luyckx, Schwartz, Soenens, Vansteenkiste, &
Goossens, 2010).
Diffusion Status. Diffusion (low exploration, low commitment) denoted
indifference and lack of interest regarding identity issues (Marcia, 1980). Adams (1998)
described Diffused status individuals as unmotivated with inadequate identity awareness
who had withdrawn from exploration. Situational variances intensely affected identity
Diffused individuals (Schwartz, Mullis, & Dunham, 1998). An external locus of control
reduced conflict resolution (Luyckx, Lens, Smits, & Goossens, 2010). Eventually,
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choices would be made for them (Berzonsky, 1989). Within the identity status
framework, Diffusion presented as the least adaptive (Côté & Schwartz, 2002).
Foreclosure Status. Individuals in the Foreclosure status (low exploration, high
commitment) exhibited closed-mindedness; rigidity, and conformity in their identity
formation (Marcia, 1980). They uncritically committed to a set of goals and values
without exploration. Foreclosed individuals adopted others’ rules, choices, and beliefs
without question and embraced “untested identity consciousness” (Adams, 1998, p. 10).
Foreclosed individuals recounted ideal relationships with their parents (Adams, Dyk, &
Bennion, 1987; Jackson, Dunham, & Kidwell, 1990). These persons tended to be
authoritarian, close-minded, and reliant on customs and traditions (Waterman, 1990).
Although they lacked plasticity and instead adopted an imputed identity, they considered
themselves evolved because they had committed to an identity (Marcia, 1980).
Moratorium Status. Moratorium (high exploration, low commitment)
represented active exploration without commitment (Schwartz, 2007). Individuals in this
status critically assessed alternatives related to significant life choices (Berman,
Schwartz, Kurtines, & Berman, 2001). According to Erikson (1963), Moratorium
psychologically connected morality and ethics from childhood to adulthood. Stress
permeated the Moratorium status (Kidwell, Dunham, Bacho, Pastorino, & Portes, 1995),
resulting in the least time spent in this status (Meeus, 1992). Marcia (2002) submitted that
Moratorium led to Achievement. Individuals in Moratorium status critically examined
life choices (Berman, Schwartz, Kurtines, & Berman, 2001).
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Achievement Status. Achievement (high exploration, high commitment)
represented commitment adopted after a period of exploration and indicated identity
consolidation (Côté & Schwartz, 2002; Schwartz & Pantin, 2006). In Achieved status,
identity development had been accomplished (Marcia, 1966). Unbiased thinking (Boyes
& Chandler, 1992), effective decision-making (Marcia, 1993), and deep interpersonal
relationships (Craig-Bray, Adams, & Dobson, 1988; Orlofsky, Marcia, & Lesser, 1973)
exemplified this status (Marcia, 1966). This status can be described as self-actualization:
contemporary society venerates those who have created a solid self-identity (Hofstede,
1980; Triandis, 1989).
Archer and Waterman (1983) conceptualized identity development proceeding
from Diffused to Foreclosed or Moratorium, Foreclosed to Moratorium, and Moratorium
to Achieved thereby making identity achievement, according to Picciotto (1987), a
socially desirable outcome. Although exploration has been operationalized, the
demographic and the meaning of age-relevant exploration must be considered. Specific
groups called “identity assets” (Scales & Leffert, 1999) played a significant role in
children’s lives by showing who they were and facilitating exploration. Although Archer
(1982) identified a relationship between age and identity development, the increase in
identity refinement over time must not be discounted. Meeus, Iedema, Helsen, and
Vollebergh (1999) suggested the dearth of identity research on adolescents came from the
notion that development was homogenized. Established identities such as “doctor” did
not infer that every doctor identified in exactly the same manner.
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Summary: Marcia’s Identity Statuses. Exploration preceded self-knowledge
and exhaustive understanding led to better decision-making (Marcia, 1980, 1988).
Marcia cautioned that major vocational or educational decisions should not be made
early. However, adherence to specific objectives regarding career choice, based on
arbitrary notions of success in addition to morals and ideals, instills a sense of purpose
(Marcia, 1980). Furthermore, goals remove concern regarding the future and lessen
inherent doubt that accompanies identity confusion (Erikson, 1964).
Marcia (1966) explained that adjacent statuses, if plotted on an x and y grid,
shared a dimension in common. Statuses positioned diagonally from one another exhibit
similar degrees of exploration and commitment or both, for example, Achievement and
Foreclosure displayed high commitment. Not everyone enters either of these statuses at
exactly the same time; instead, the individual’s mental and physical state determines their
resolve and desire to explore and commit, and to what degree.
Marcia’s exploration and commitment constructs were supported by Berzonsky’s
Identity Styles: informational, normative, and diffuse-avoidant (Berzonsky, 1990).
Berzonsky had abandoned Erikson’s age-based, developmental theory (Erikson, 1959) for
the decision-making, procedural Identity Style.
Marcia (1966) stressed exploration in his theory. I think the concept of time and
how much exploration one requires should also be considered. This dissertation posits
children gain insight into their identity without the luxury of exploration and extensive
self-reflection. In other words, adolescents acquire a sense of self without prolonged
experience.
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Cognition and Identity Development
Piaget (1926) claimed in his cognitive theory that children thought differently than
adults, not that they were less intelligent. The concrete operational stage, ranging from
seven to 11 years of age, showed that children could think logically, but had difficulty
with abstract and hypothetical constructs. The beginning of adolescence, around 13 years
of age, children’s cognitive structures increased along with the ability for deductive
reasoning, organizational thought and abstract thinking. This stage was called formal
operational. Abstract reasoning allows for identity issues to be resolved with greater
efficiency and Schwartz (2001) suggested that establishing identity sooner lessens the
likelihood of risky behaviors, for example underage drinking. This cognitive process
continues until adulthood, and according to Piaget (1926), “development precedes
learning” (p.40). Krettenauer (2005) agreed, and claimed that formal operational thinking
is a precondition of exploring identity.

Kuhn, Cheney and Weinstock (2000) considered this epistemological
understanding. The authors claimed that in the early stages of development, an absolutist
thinker gains knowledge exclusively from the external world. Multiplistic thinking
established that knowledge resulted from personal point of view. Boyes and Chandler
(1992) posited that adolescents limited to absolutist thinking would consequently be
categorized as Foreclosed or Diffused, low exploration, on identity status measures. The
authors also stated that “epistemic multiplism” correlated with Moratorium status scores.
Berzonsky (2011) echoed Erikson’s (1968) belief that successful identity development
goes beyond the temporal; past, present and future must be considered. Piaget’s (1926)
14

developmental theory identified the transition from concrete to formal operational
thinking as a cornerstone of cognitive development and a precursor towards identity
achievement.

Empirical Applications of Marcia’s Identity Statuses Theory
Marcia (1966, 1993) proposed identity development based on statuses influenced
by both physiological and environmental constructs, regardless of age, thus making
identity non-linear. Empirical studies of identity development have examined age and
environmental factors of identity including sociocultural context, societal expectations,
and academic performance. In addition, empirical research has addressed individual
aspects of identity development including identity exploration, agency, self-concept, and
personality.
Archer (1982) posited that the majority of adolescents were in either one of two
identity statuses: Diffused, ambivalent or Foreclosed, committed. Al-Owidha, Green and
Kroger (2009), in a study (N =132) of New Zealand university students (M = 20.1 years)
tested the theory of statuses (Marcia, 1966). The continuum progressed from less to
greater maturity: Diffusion, Foreclosure, Moratorium, and Achievement statuses,
respectively.
According to Marcia (1966), Diffusion and Achievement identity statuses
remained at opposite ends of the continuum, but Moratorium and Foreclosure identity
statuses were more “intermediate statuses” (p. 9) that demonstrated some form of identity
experimentation. Marcia (1966) stated that Foreclosure was often a sufficient final status,
but that a refined, well-developed identity required in-depth exploration for the purpose
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of self-actualizing. He did not, however, presuppose that everyone would achieve an
identity after thorough exploration.
Valde (1996) extended Marcia’s (1966) four identity statuses in a study of 41
individuals ages 25 to 35. Statuses were Diffusion, Foreclosure, Identity-Closure (closedachieved), Moratorium, and Identity Achieved (open-achieved). Valde claimed identity
“attainment” was not unilinear. Individuals in established identities would often regress to
a past status (closed-achieved) or recommit to an alternative choice upon further
reflection (open-achieved). Valde (1996) stated that a three-criteria model of exploration,
tentative commitment, and openness to alternatives explained the regressive-type notion
of achievement. Cramer (1998) discovered a similar phenomenon. In this study (N = 88)
of older adolescents (18-22 years of age), 64% entered university in the Moratorium
status, however, their scores identified them as, “low-profile moratorium.” Individuals
who fell less than one standard deviation from the mean on all four identity status scales
were reassigned. This interpretation redefined exploration and allowed for less exhaustive
exploration to precede identity achievement.
Age
Miller and Kerr (2003) claimed identity formation continued throughout our lives
and with appreciable progress during college. Two studies by Allison (1998, 2001) of 194
participants ages 11 to 13 and 356 participants in grades 6 to 8, respectively, found a large
percentage in Diffused or Foreclosed status. Results suggested that early adolescents
lacked cognitive and emotional maturity. A cross-sectional study (N = 160) of students in
grades 6, 8, 10, and 12 indicated a significant positive correlation between achievement
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status and grade level increase (Archer, 1982). Meilman (1979) studied 12 to 24 year olds
(N= 125) and identified a higher occurrence of sophisticated identity statuses with
increased age. Louden (2005), too, found more college freshman as Achieved, while
Kroger, Martinussen, and Marcia (2010) confirmed through a meta-analysis (N = 124) of
longitudinal studies that Moratorium and achievement scores increased over time, while
foreclosure and diffusion decreased.
Lindsay (2010) clarified that adolescence begins the identity process instead of
being a time of “great change.” Comer (1989) found that children aged five to eight
process personal identity and others’ differences while children aged eight to 12 act on
society’s expectations and accept an identity assigned by authority figures (Marcia,
Waterman, Matteson, Archer, & Orlofsky, 1993). Adopting this Foreclosed status
increased the dissimilarity between an ideal and real self (Josselson, 1994; Marcia et al.,
1993). In addition, positive development emerged from a secure identity along with selfesteem and a sense of mastery (Eccles & Gootman, 2002; Marcia et al., 1993).
Environmental Factors: Society, Family, and School
Burkitt (2004) argued a connection between our everyday lives and our
environment existed through lived experience; multidimensional, yet normalized.
Forthun, Montgomery, and Bell (2006) studied a small sample (n = 20) of adolescents
and found each one expressed “identity challenges” for their responses concerning
exploration and commitment. This suggested that how one defined exploration and
commitment may not be clear. This research focused on how identity status impacted
academic performance.
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Although identity development is inconclusive with a demographic younger than
13 years of age (Schwartz, personal communication, December, 2010), I contend
environmental conditions have a greater impact on identity achievement than extensive
exploration. Greater responsibilities levied on young adolescents may bring about a
hastened level of maturity that may contribute to early identity achievement.
Sociocultural Context. Bamberg, Fina, and Schiffrin (2011) interviewed a small
group (n = 5, age = 15) and noted social interaction constructed identity and further
delineation occurred through relationships. While various identities depended on context
(Turner et al., 1987; Turner & Onorato, 1999), or were invented during social contact
(Potter & Wetherell, 1987), a consistent identity balanced between assimilation and
accommodation (Bosma & Kunnen, 2001), fluctuating by circumstances (Turner &
Onorato, 1999). While identity remained stable after establishment, its role in formative
development (Forthun, Montgomery, & Bell, 2006) continued. According to English and
Chen (2007), the stability is disturbed in an, “If…then…” situation; when one’s role
changes, so then does the previous commitment, for example, becoming a parent (Carter
& McGoldrick, 2005) or changing one’s job (Marshall, Young, & Domene, 2006;
Schachter & Ventura, 2008).
Although much of identity development is conscious and purposeful, such as
exploring goals and beliefs (Berzonsky, 2011; Kroger & Marcia, 2011; Luyckx et al.,
2010), changes in relevance across social contexts (Turner et al., 1987) occur without the
individual’s awareness (Schwartz, 2001). Human inventions, such as nationality and
gender, for example, present as abstract rather than concrete (Schildkraut, 2007; Segal,
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2010), and thus they can be deconstructed and amended (Schwartz, 2001). Accordingly,
“Each of us has a range of different, cross-cutting, social identities, including those
derived from meaningful and clearly delineated groups…as well as those referring to
more abstract and perhaps ambiguous social categories" (Ellemers, Spears, & Doosje,
2002, p. 164).
Societal Expectations. According to Longest (2009), self-appraisal and societal
expectations, such as added responsibilities, hinder young people. Yet, regardless of
limited social networks impeding exploration or the lack of control over socioeconomic
status, adolescents without extensive background information possess abundant skill for
considering alternatives and becoming sophisticated thinkers (Longest, 2009). Perosa,
Perosa, and Tam (1996) suggested that “schooling, peer groups and cultural forces (i.e.,
television, movies, etc.) …[which are]… instrumental in providing the experiences that
permit the individual to explore options” (p. 834) influence this generation.
Relationship with Parents. Marcia (1966) stressed the importance of three
hierarchical variables: confidence in parental support, sense of industry, and selfreflective approach to one’s future. Children’s confidence increased through augmented
parental involvement expressed through realistic expectations and demonstrated faith in
their abilities. Next, the child needed to visualize that “something is happening” to gain a
sense of industry. In other words, some progress must be experienced or the child may
lose motivation. Lastly, the child must envision a self-constructed future. Exploration and
commitment are qualitatively different for adolescents, and their “identity issues are agerelated” (Archer & Waterman, 1983, p. 211).
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Bunch (2010) claimed identity formation began with, “…separation and
individuation from one’s parents” (p.1). Youth nowadays make no definite resolutions or
adult commitments until age 25 or later (Arnett, 2000), engaging instead in protracted
exploration during their late teens and early twenties (Côté, 2000). Luyckx, Goosens, and
Soenens (2006) conducted a longitudinal study on college freshman (n = 402) confirming
increased exploration and commitment. Abrams, Rutland, and Cameron (2003)
demonstrated that children (ages 5 to 11) (n = 476) may develop their own identity rather
than have one assigned. And, although Waterman and Waterman (1971) sampled college
students (n = 92), longitudinal findings confirmed many freshmen had Achieved
identities, suggesting exploration and commitment possibly occurred in high school.
Previous research has established that identity attainment may be less age-specific than
originally thought. Consequently, alternative forms of exploration related to overall
identity achievement should be considered.
Studies have demonstrated that children acquire committed identities within
familial environments that are both supportive (authoritative) and abounding with
expectation (authoritative and authoritarian) (Berzonsky, 2004). Dependable parents
viewed as respectable role models allowed their children moderate autonomy. They lent
emotional support and promoted their children’s need for independence and added
responsibility (Marjoribanks, 1996) concerning the future. Additionally, certain cultures
like Asian Americans (Steinberg, Lamborn, Darling, Mounts, & Dornbusch, 1994) and
Hispanics (Park & Bauer, 2002) exhibited a higher degree of achievement with
authoritarian parenting. However, African Americans displayed no such variation
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between authoritative or authoritarian parenting (Park & Bauer, 2002; Steinberg et al.,
1994). Parents’ aspirations for their children’s education influenced adolescents’ own
educational goals threefold (Marjoribanks, 1996).
Conventional wisdom tells us that parents want the best for their children. When
considering their children’s future, parents often express their own goals through them.
Impressionable adolescents should be nurtured and allowed to thoughtfully explore all
the available alternatives prior to making any concrete decisions. Parental interaction and
time management contributed to academic performance (Lareau, 2005). Campbell and
Verna (2007) studied the effect of coordinated efforts by parents and teachers to increase
the learning of elementary children (N = 10,026). The results confirmed that a positive
home climate led to increased achievement. A longitudinal study (N = 24,599) by
Crosnoe and Huston (2007) of 13- to 20-year olds suggested that adolescents with high
self-efficacy were developmentally limited by parental involvement. Smaller-scale
studies made similar findings. Mikolyski (2008) studied middle school children (n = 110)
with above average academic scores and found a link between identity and self-efficacy.
Dailey (2005) concluded that adolescents (n = 59) from supportive families had greater
developmental advancement.
School. Rust (2007) found internal success, such as grades, held greater import
among early adolescents (n = 190) than global self-esteem. Rust (2007) stated that
cultural identity was very important and a significant, positive correlation existed with
academic achievement. Furthermore, maintaining one’s ethnic is especially important for
African-American students. In a study by Chapell and Overton (2002), Black students
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that “acted White” found their academic achievement hindered. This “struggle” to
maintain multiple identities has been discussed by Amaryta Sen (1999a). Though the
choices are not unlimited, Sen claimed that identity can be “chosen” rather than
“discovered” and cultural values and traditions adopted or rejected. However, caution
should be exercised when applying this to education.
Flores-Crespo (2007) stated identity played an integral role in education and
potentially influenced academic achievement. In a qualitative study of 48 students and 32
teachers, Flores-Crespo found that identity influenced classroom behavior and promoted
a future-oriented outlook regarding school choice and career preference. Flook, Repetti
and Ullman (2005) touched on an identity issue, self-concept, and found that children in
4th to 6th grade (N = 248) lacking peer acceptance had gradually lower academic
performance.
Identity Exploration
The key element of this dissertation research concerns the constructs of
exploration and commitment as outlined by Marcia’s (1966) theory of identity statuses.
The succeeding section will present research that lends support to my hypothesis that age
may not be as significant a factor in identity achievement.
Merton (1957) stated that roles become attached to social positions based on
expectations for established identities. These identity categories include age, gender, race,
occupations, gangs, socio-economic status, and ethnicity. Yet, everyday adolescent
identities seem more similar to social types and undifferentiated from role identities
(Klapp,1958). Thus, identity integrates into a self-description (Kroger, 2007b; Luyckx,
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Goossens, Soenens, & Beyers, 2006; Marcia, 1993), and attitudes regarding one’s distinct
traits change over time (Klimstra, Hale, Raaijmakers, Branje, & Meeus, 2010; Turner &
Onorato, 1999). In a longitudinal study of early to late adolescence (Mage = 12.4 and 16.7,
respectively, N = 923), Klimstra et al. (2010) found that maturation did not affect change
in commitments. They did find, however, that the degree of in-depth exploration and their
method of managing commitments did result in a more stable identity dimension.
Self
Agency. Schwartz, Côté, and Arnett (2005) defined agency as a sense of
responsibility and control over decisions and confidence in one’s abilities (cf. Côté &
Levine, 2002). In the past half century, youth in many Western countries have gained
increased agency given their unconstrained choices (Côté & Levine, 2002; Côté &
Schwartz, 2002). These choices have also resulted in increased responsibility regarding
their futures (Arnett, 1998; Côté, 2000). In addition, self-esteem, a purpose in life, a
strong ego, and an internal locus of control positively correlated with identity
achievement and negatively correlated with diffusion (Côté & Schwartz, 2002).
Therefore, self-regulated individuals seek out effective strategies required to fulfill a
refined identity (Côté & Schwartz, 2002). These results supported theories proposed by
Berzonsky (1989), Côté and Levine (2002), and Marcia (1966) that distinguished
different forms and degrees of agency during identity development.
Schwartz (2007) employed two widely used measurement instruments (see
Methods) in his study of ethnically diverse university students (n = 234) and found a
“near-perfect correlation between identity synthesis and agency/subjective well-being
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supports the contention that in Western cultural contexts, a consolidate sense of identity is
underlain by agency” (p.42). Schwartz, Zamboanga, Weisskirch, and Wang (2010)
studied White, Black, and Hispanic university students (n = 773) and found that values
and behaviors regarding cultural identity clustered together, along with collectivism and
interdependence.
A similar study by Makaiau (2010) in Hawaii found that students (n = 89)
focused on integrating the outside world rather than embracing a unique sense of self.
Schwartz et al. (2010) stated that personal identity and cultural identity should be
considered together. Schwartz and Pantin (2006) wrote, “…the individual is challenged to
achieve a balance between adopting socially and culturally sanctioned ideals and defining
her- or himself as a unique individual” (p. 47). Some adolescents expressed high levels of
agency and demonstrated self-determination during the exploration process while others
exhibited less of these qualities and allowed an identity to be determined for them.
Theokas and Lerner (2006) found that among children in Grade 5 (N = 646),
environmental opportunities related to family, school, and neighborhood resources were
essential for their positive development. Muller (1998) added that the desired outcome
was an autonomous, self-regulated learner, both for the individual and for society.
Motivated and performance-oriented individuals garnered accomplishments, both
independently and interdependently, through their social circle.
Identity formation resembles unity more than differentiation. Thoits (1995)
implied past experiences recreated meaning and Brown (2000) and Eder (1995) stated
that it maintained self-worth and mental health. Longest (2009) found personal
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accomplishments predicted identity change. In an undergraduate sample (n = 83), Devos
and Torres (2007) noted Latinos who identified with high achieving significant others
connected more with academic achievement, with the converse also true.
In a qualitative study (n = 81) of male athletes and cheerleaders, Kinney (1993)
claimed group assimilation involved exploration more than conformity. Individuals
benefited from participation in extracurricular activities that led to perceived inner
growth. Furthermore, Kinney submitted that individuals who self-identified as normal
maintained various characteristics and behaviors even admitted deviant activities such as
drug and alcohol use, to avoid being labeled a nerd or alternate identity. Tajfel and Turner
(1986) stated that after being categorized as part of a group, members sought to increase
self-esteem by positively distinguishing their in-group from a comparison out-group.
Positive distinctiveness was defined in terms of “we” rather than “I.”
Self-Concept. Swann, Stein-Seroussi, and Giesler (1992) found that 72% of
university men (n = 84) who held a positive self-concept submitted to an interview with
an evaluator who gave them a favorable review, while 78% who held a negative self
concept chose an unfavorable evaluator who proffered some insight. A meta-analysis by
Swann (2005) on this same topic revealed, “Insofar as people use their self-views to
guide their behavior, they may evoke self-verifying reactions…there was an overall
tendency for targets to elicit reactions that confirmed their self-views” (p. 72). People
will often resist any discrepant feedback (Swann, 2005).
Identity and Personality. Luyckx, Goosens, Soenens, and Beyers (2006) studied
university students (n = 565) and found stronger identification when exhaustive
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exploration combined with commitment. While some experienced difficulties committing
by dwelling on alternatives (Schwartz, Côté, & Arnett, 2005), others maintained a strong
sense of self without extensive exploration. Clancy and Dollinger (1993, n = 198) found a
negative correlation between foreclosure and openness to experience and curiosity.
Western society lacks external guidance and social indicators of adulthood for its youth
(Arnett, 1998; Côté, 2000).
Summary of Influences on Identity Development
Kroger (2007a) suggested that context must provide an optimal level of
accommodative challenge, such as college where an individual experiences an
environment with a greater variety of alternatives. For example, one can go from being a
dishwasher, to a bartender, to a waiter, to a landscaper, to a construction worker, to
graduate student, and finally to professor in an effort to determine a befitting identity.
Although this expresses one’s personal quest over an extended period, each job could
have taken significantly less time and a similar identity may have been achieved sooner.
Therefore, this presumption stresses the importance of environment and context, reducing
the impact of age on identity development.
Milner (2004) stated adolescent identity achievement required the fulfillment of a
myriad of unique traits and behaviors. For example, a Goth identity necessitated
embracing all aspects of the desired identity rather than superficial accoutrements, such
as wearing specific clothes. According to Eder (1995), membership into a specific crowd
or clique may depend on external factors beyond the individual’s control. As an example,
the “jock” identity presumes athleticism and one could not just “try this identity on” as
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the voluntary change required may not be possible. Garner, Bootcheck, Lorr, and Ranch
(2006) found membership was imputed in specific groups, such as the “Kate Spades” and
the “Abercrombie Crew,” who defined themselves by socioeconomic standing.
So what does all this mean? According to Barker (1968), using an ecological
approach to observe individuals in situ and making predications regarding human
behavior based on the precise environment and context, was required. Nurmi, Poole, and
Kalakoski (1996) added that the sociocultural context, more precisely, greatly influenced
development. In a comparative study of Australian and Finnish youth (n = 367), older
Australian urban children (ages 16 to 17) reported greater exploration and commitment
regarding education and their future than the younger children (ages 3 to 14) (Nurmi et
al., 1996). However, in rural children, age-related decreases were observed in both
constructs. Consequently, no differences between urban and rural children were found in
the Finnish sample.
Continuous evaluations and commitments between the individual and context
underscore identity (Bosma & Kunnen, 2001). Accordingly, these actions either confirm
or modify an existing identity thus reclassify commitment as a procedure rather than a
conclusion. Trapnell and Campbell (1999) submitted two forms of maladaptive identity
exploration, ruminative and reflective. Treynor, Gonzalez, and Nolen-Hoeksems (2003)
saw these as chronic, perpetuated by fear and persistent threat of loss or self-reflected and
motivated by genuine interest in self-improvement, respectively. Josselson (1994)
implied identity exploration was asynchronous, outside prescribed societal norms, age for
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example, and culminated in premature identity commitment, which resulted from
unrealistic choices based on limited experience (Longest, 2009).
Critique of Marcia’s Status Model
Côté and Levine (1988) claimed that Marcia (1966) failed to account for crosscultural elements, thus weakening the validity of this theory. Schwartz (2005) and Archer
and Waterman (1990) suggested that Marcia’s (1966) status theory was too narrow.
Archer and colleagues stated nuances existed in each status. In their research, even
Diffusion involved slight levels of exploration and commitment, and Foreclosure
included “premature;” adhering to childhood ideals without question, and “closed;”
staunch resistance to change regarding goals and beliefs. Luyckx and colleagues (2008a)
expanded the original four dimensions and proposed the following five in their model:
exploration in breadth, commitment making, exploration in depth, identification with
commitment, and ruminative exploration. Additional “statuses” enable greater
exploration and a more procedural element allowing for reassessment of commitments
(Meeus, van de Schoot, Keijsers, Schwartz, & Branje, 2010).
Erikson (1959) intended for a “fluid exchange” between the individual and the
environment according to Côté and Levine (1988). Focusing on the fluid nature of
identity then would make identity development dynamic rather than achievement being a
goal (Bosma, 1992). English and Chen (2007) postulated that, “If...then,” situations
demand additional exploration and changes in one’s established commitment. This
regression is called a MAMA cycle; Moratorium-Achievement-MoratoriumAchievement. Situations arise that require one’s established identity must “change.” For
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example, a company executive who becomes jobless after a merger must reassess his
role. His commitment regresses to exploration, Achievement to Moratorium, thus
modifying an existing identity (Bosma & Kunnen, 2001). Bosma referred to these
constant reevaluations as, “a process of permanent decision making - a cyclical process
(p. 97).
Summary
This chapter reviewed the foundation of identity development theory looking at
an unstudied early adolescent sample and included empirical research supporting
Marcia’s theory of identity status that questioned previously held notions of identity. The
literature addressed age, social, familial, and school environment, and self-related
influences on identity development. Showing the progression of identity research;
environmental factors affecting status refinement, is essential to this dissertation as it
focused on the possibility of development being a product of something other than
universally held ideas; maturity, age, and life experiences. In Chapter 3, I will present the
methodology for this mixed methods study including the research design, research
questions and hypothesis, participant sampling, settings, data collection procedures, and
data analysis.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Chapter 2 discussed the theoretical and empirical literature related to identity
development and identity statuses. Although studies have addressed identity development
during late adolescence or early adulthood, they have not adequately addressed identity
development during pre- or early adolescence. Consequently, Chapter 3 describes the
methodology used to investigate identity development in 78 pre- or early adolescents in
fifth grade. Specifically, the mixed methods explanatory sequential research design,
participant sampling and demographics, quantitative and qualitative data collection and
analysis procedures, and the sequence and weighting of quantitative and qualitative
methods, and potential limitations of this particular research approach are described.
Ethical considerations such as anonymity of participants and rewording the interview
questions to address the needs and interests of the participants received special attention.
Research Questions and Hypothesis
The following questions guided this mixed methods study:
1.Do adolescents acquire an Achieved identity earlier than previous research has
suggested?
2.Do environmental issues, such as familial obligations, expedite identity
achievement?
3.Does identity status impact academic performance?
4.What impact does an Achieved identity have on academic performance?
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I hypothesized that adult-like accountability would advance identity development. The
null hypothesis was that adult-like accountability would not advance identity
development.
Research Design: Explanatory Sequential Mixed Methods
To fully understand the nature of adolescent development, I adhered to Creswell
and Plano-Clark’s (2011) constructivist approach and used an observer perspective.
According to Creswell and Plano Clark (2011), a mixed methods approach is most
effective when a phenomenon appears to exist and incorporating interviews lends support
to the self-report measures. This research approach is normally weighted equally on both
methods (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998), however, a quantitative focus provides inference
and possible generalizations. This research was notated QUAN!qual. For clarification,
see Appendix A for sequence of events.
The mixed methods design facilitates highlighting the quantitative results with the
qualitative to gain greater understanding (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011). Surveys
identify large-scale trends in a population while interviews make quantitative findings
more subjective (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998). The design facilitates, “illustrating
quantitative results with qualitative findings… to develop a more complete understanding
of a phenomenon” (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011, p. 77).
Phase One: Quantitative
Participants and Sampling
The participants were 78 students, ages 10 to 13, (50% were boys and 50% were
girls) enrolled in fifth grade at two elementary schools in the Southwestern United States
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(one charter and one traditional district school). Participants were fifth grade students,
ages 10 to 13 years (Mage = 10.68 years). The sample included the following ethnicities:
White (10%), Black (18%), Latino (51%), Asian/ South Pacific Islander (4%), Biracial/
Multiracial (8%), and Other (9%). See Appendix B for the Demographic Survey form.
Sampling. This demographic was selected for two reasons. First, a gap exists in
the literature regarding identity development in early adolescents. Second, recent
standardized test scores were available in the core subjects of Math and English for
students at the end of fourth grade. Participants were enrolled in one of three classes. One
class was at a traditional district elementary school and two classes were at a Charter
school. Students’ eligibility to participate in the study was based on whether they returned
their signed consent and assent forms.
Recruitment. Consent forms were sent requesting student participation for the
study. The recruitment packet included an outline of the purpose of the study and the
potential benefits of participation for the student, the school staff, and the parents.
Teachers were asked to allow investigators to collect survey responses and to interview
their students. In addition, the suggestion was made to teachers that they award extra
credit to each child as a form of compensation. There were no foreseeable risks of
participating; however an identification number was assigned to each participant to
maintain confidentiality and protect the student’s identity. All students were initially
asked on the consent and assent forms to participate in the interview portion of the study.
Participation was voluntary. Teachers assigned an alternate activity to those children who
chose not to participate or whose parents did not wish them to participate.
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I met with the participating students and explained the study involved them
answering questions regarding their friends, their parents, and so on. The students were
told there were no right or wrong answers and everything would remain confidential. I
reiterated that participation was not mandatory and if they did not chose to participate,
there would be no repercussions.
Instruments
The students completed two quantitative instruments, the Ego Identity Process
Questionnaire (EIPQ; Balistreri, Busch-Rossnagel, & Geisinger, 1995) and the Extended
Objective Measure of Ego Identity Status (EOM-EIS-II; Adams, Bennion, & Huh, 1989).
EIPQ. The EIPQ contained 32 items and measured commitment and personal
exploration regarding ideologies (politics, religion, occupation, and value-orientation)
and interpersonal notions (friendship, family, intimate relationships, and sex roles).
Participants responded to 32 statements using a 6-point Likert-type scale (1for “strongly
disagree” to 6 For “strongly agree”). Sample statements included, “I have definitely
decided on the occupation I want to pursue” (Ideological Commitment), “I have
considered adopting different kinds of religious beliefs” (Ideological Exploration), “I am
very confident about what kinds of friends are best for me” (Interpersonal Commitment),
and “I have evaluated many ways in which I fit into my family structure” (Interpersonal
Exploration) (Luyckx, Goossens, Soenens, Beyers, & Vansteenkiste, 2005).
The EIPQ included two sub-scales, which were identity exploration and identity
commitment. Scores were computed for 20 positively worded and 12 negatively worded
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items. Internal consistency estimates for commitment and exploration were .75 and .76,
respectively (Balistreri, Busch-Rossnagel, & Geisinger, 1995).
EOM EIS II. The 28-item Objective Measure of Ego-Identity Status
questionnaire (Adams, Shea, & Fitch, 1979) provided a score for each of the four identity
statuses established by Marcia (1966): Achievement (e.g., I’ve thought my political
beliefs through and realize I may or may not agree with my parent’s beliefs); Moratorium
(e.g., Religion is confusing to me right now. I keep changing my views on what is right
and wrong to me); Foreclosure (e.g., My parents had it decided a long time ago what I
should go into and I’m following their plans); and Diffusion (e.g., I’m sure it’ll be pretty
easy for me to change my occupational goals when something better comes along). These
identity statuses included four ideological domains (politics, religion, occupation, and
philosophical lifestyle) and four interpersonal domains (friendships, dating, sex roles, and
recreation). Participants rated each statement on a 6-point Likert-type scale ranging from
1 (strongly agree) to 6 (strongly disagree).
The Extended Objective Measure of Ego Identity Status II (EOM–EIS–II; Adams,
Bennion, & Huh, 1989) was better suited than the original long version for the selected
sample and was, therefore, implemented in this study. Cronbach’s (1951) alpha values for
the full EOM-EIS-II scales were Diffusion .63, Foreclosure .78, Moratorium .71, and
Achievement .61 (Jones & Streitmatter, 1987). This instrument has been successfully
administered to children as young as twelve years of age (Meilman, 1979) and in sixth
grade (Archer, 1982). The instrument maintained its validity, reliability, and
appropriateness for younger children (Adams, 1999; Grotevant & Adams, 1984).
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Schwartz and Dunham (2000) submitted that continuous measures like the EOM-EIS
offered greater statistical power and, in conjunction with other instruments, lent support
and deeper insight into identity development (Lewis, 2003; Waterman, 1993).
CRT. The CRT, or Criterion-Referenced Test, is a standardized assessment
measuring student performance at a specific point in time. The CRT uses multiple choice
questions with four answer choices and constructed response questions that allow
students the opportunity to show how they arrived at an answer. Nevada CRT scores are
reported on a scale ranging from 100 to 500 points. Scale scores allow comparisons
within one grade or content area on a year to year basis. CRT scores were available in the
core subjects of Math and English for students at the end of fourth grade.
Administration time for the two surveys and demographic form was 90 minutes.
All questions were read aloud. Translators were available for students with limited
English speaking ability.
Quantitative Data Collection Procedures
I contacted the two participating schools and scheduled a date and time to
administer the EIPQ and the EOM EIS II survey instruments to 78 students in three
classrooms. Data were first collected at the district school because coordinating three
classrooms and adhering to a prescribed schedule was logistically complicated. The
students assembled in the cafeteria and the teachers wrote a seating chart that later
facilitated assignment of an identification number. I explained the survey procedure,
detailed how responses were entered, and answered any questions.
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A demographic survey concerning gender, age, ethnicity, and number of siblings
was completed, along with the EIPQ and the EOM-EIS-II, concurrently in one session.
To limit disparity in reading ability, I read the questions aloud for both survey
instruments. Furthermore, students who were English Language Learners (ELL) with
limited to no English-speaking ability were assigned a translator.
Students were given the opportunity to ask for clarification regarding the survey
questions, however, the explanations were limited to definitions rather than rephrasing of
the original statements. The teachers monitored the room to make sure the students were
answering all the questions. Data collection at the Charter school followed the same
procedures as at the district school. However, each participating class completed the
surveys in their respective classrooms.
Quantitative Data Analysis
The quantitative data were analyzed in two ways – factor analysis of the subscales and statuses differentiating between gender, ethnicity and school, and reliability
measures for internal consistency of the sub-scales. Scores were classified as one of the
four identity statuses using statistical analysis (PASW-18, SPSS). Descriptive statistics
identified high scores on identity status measures along with the high and low scores in
Math and English. Correlations between identity status and academic achievement were
identified for both high and low achievement.
Phase Two: Qualitative
Participants
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The quantitative survey data were collected and analyzed for the 78 participants,
the following week 20 students were purposefully selected to take part in one-on-one
interviews. They were selected for their high scores on the identity measures and both
high and low scores on the CRT Math and English tests.
Interviews
The interview protocol (Marcia, 1966, 1980) for the 20 fifth grade participants
included open-ended questions that allowed for greater expression regarding home and
school as well as additional insight into developmental issues when supplemented by
quantitative responses. Conversational questions included, “You ever want go to
college?” “What do you want to be?” “Did your parents ever tell you what they wanted
you to be?”(see Appendix C). The interviews were conducted over the course of a week
and I was allowed access only at approved times. Participants were required to have
completed daily assignments before being allowed to participate in the interview
sessions.
In addition, two teachers from the traditional school were interviewed. Given that
self-report measures may often be filled out haphazardly with completion rather than
insight the goal, the teachers were asked to describe behavior. For example, questions
were asked concerning a child being, a) unsociable/sociable, b) self-contained/sociable,
c) demanding/not demanding, d) jealous/not jealous, e) aloof/friendly, f) not helping/
helping, g) dependent/independent, h) submissive/assertive, and i) weak willed/strongwilled (Miller & Maruyama, 1976).
Qualitative Data Collection Procedures
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The 20 interviews with fifth grade students were conducted in a private area,
which was a vacant classroom at both sites. Privacy allowed students the opportunity to
express themselves completely. I used a digital recorder while observing student behavior
and taking notes.
The two teacher interviews were conducted simultaneously after all data had been
collected and transcribed. The joint session was informal, and the teachers discussed their
years teaching, courses taught, and gave examples of successful student behavior and
answered all questions posed by me. The complete data collection protocol;
administration of surveys, analysis, and interviews, is outlined in Appendix A.
The following sequence was followed regarding the study and/or the data
collection materials:
1. I held an administrative meeting with my dissertation committee Chair, the principal,
guidance counselors, and teachers to provide a description of the study and
documentation of permission to conduct the study as part of my doctoral dissertation.
2. The school administrators reviewed the survey instruments and interview protocol.
Changes regarding age appropriate content and wording were made prior to proceeding
with the data collection.
3. I met with the teachers to explain the study, answer any questions, and make
arrangements to schedule school visits.
4. The teachers sent all consent and assent forms home with students along with
information about the study and the option to remove their child from the participation
pool.
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5. Teachers were contacted by me one week prior to commencement of the study to
confirm times and dates of school visits and data collection.
Quantitative Data Analysis
This study utilized Rubin and Rubin’s (2005) qualitative analysis protocol to
support the objective measure and to validate self-report responses. Implementing the
outline provided (Rubin & Rubin, 2005, Table 7.1, p. 129), I adapted the procedures for
data collection and analysis. At the outset, all recorded interviews were transcribed and
participants were categorized into four groups: High achievement score/high academic
grade, High achievement score/low academic grade, Low achievement/high academic
grade, and Low achievement/low academic grade. Afterwards, I read through the
interview data and took notes. Next, the data were coded, assigned labels, and relevant
themes extracted.
A refined identity depended on exhaustive exploration followed by resolute
commitment (Marcia, 1966). Students who included alternatives for jobs, careers,
marriage, and so on, were coded as explorers. In other words, a child who considered
various options would display a higher degree of identity development.
On the other hand, children who reported having a single goal or career path such
as doctor or lawyer were “default” answers and labeled as lacking exploration. Their
choices seemed based more socially desirable rather in-depth exploration. In addition,
children who claimed they made their own choices, “My parents said I could do anything
I want,” were designated autonomous and demonstrating agency.
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After the coding was completed, similarities among participant responses were
highlighted and themes were established. The findings were organized and presented.
Support for quantitative measures was included and generalizations toward theory
development were considered.
Research Ethics
This research studied a fifth grade sample and required ancillary ethical
considerations to protect the rights of vulnerable populations. Certain concessions were
deemed necessary, and internal and external ethics approval to conduct this study was
obtained from the Institutional Review Board and the two participating schools’
Principals and administrative boards, respectively. For example, certain adjustments were
made to the original interview questions that made them more age appropriate with topics
germane to the interests of fifth graders. Letters of parental consent and youth assent
were both required. Although the schools emphasized the importance of empirical
research, the caveat was that it caused the least level of disruption to the academic
curriculum.
Summary
This chapter described the research methodology and research questions that
drove this study. The research design was explained along with sample description and
selection for the qualitative portion. Furthermore, item examples from the two
instruments were reported along with detailed descriptions regarding why I chose these
questionnaires. Measures of student performance taken from CRT scores were given and
analysis methods were explained.
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The presentation of results and interpretation follows. The results are divided into
two sections: quantitative, consisting of results from descriptive and inferential analyses,
and qualitative, consisting of identity assignment through an analysis of interviews.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
This dissertation aimed to answer four questions. First, do adolescents acquire an
Achieved identity earlier than previous research has suggested? As Marcia’s (1966)
theory of identity statuses did not require progression through delineated stages, I
hypothesized that children could acquire a more sophisticated identity status earlier.
Second, do environmental issues, such as familial obligations, expedite identity
achievement? I hypothesized that fifth grade participants with added family
responsibilities would also have greater self-awareness and, thus, would achieve a more
refined identity sooner than reported in the research literature. Third, does identity status
impact academic performance? I hypothesized that identity status played an integral role
in academic performance. Fourth, what impact does an Achieved identity have on
academic performance? I hypothesized that the self-aware and mature person in Achieved
identity status would be more focused on academics, thereby contributing to better school
grades.
Quantitative Results
Quantitative data were collected from participants’ scores on two survey
instruments: the Extended Objective Measure of Ego Identity Status (EOM-EIS-II;
Adams, Bennion, & Huh, 1989) and the Ego Identity Process Questionnaire (EIPQ;
Balistreri, Busch-Rossnagel, & Geisinger, 1995) and one criterion-referenced test. The
version of the EOM-EIS-II used for this study had 28 items: seven items for each of the
four identity statuses (Achieved, Moratorium, Foreclosed, and Diffused). Participants
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specified their agreement to each statement on a 6-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1
“strongly disagree” to 6 “strongly agree.” Possible scores for each of the four identity
categories ranged from 7 to 42. The EOM-EIS-II measured two domains, ideological and
interpersonal, and assigned an identity status from four possibilities: Achievement,
Moratorium, Foreclosure, or Diffusion.
EOM-EIS-II
Scoring. Classification of an individual into a single identity status was
accomplished by comparing the participant’s raw score on each identity sub-scale to the
respective cutoff score (Jones, Akers, & White, 1994). The scoring method originally
developed for the EOM-EIS-II by Adams, Bennion, & Huh (1989) calculated an
individual’s status based on a cutoff score derived from adding the identity sub-scale
mean score to the standard deviation. However, Jones, Akers, and White (1994)
established a modified cutoff score derived from adding the mean score to one half of a
standard deviation; the authors claimed this was a truer representation of identity status.
Based on Jones’ et al. (1994) research that the predictive validity was not compromised,
Adams (1994) accepted the modification.
To ascertain identity status, raw scores were added and the aggregate scores
combining both interpersonal and ideological domains were averaged and added to one
half the standard deviation (Jones et al., 1994). Scores on a single sub-scale at or above
the cutoff point were assigned a pure identity in Achieved, Moratorium, Foreclosed, or
Diffused status. For example, the mean of the Foreclosure status sub-scale was 11.47 with
a standard deviation of 3.40. The cutoff score for the Foreclosure identity sub-scale,
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therefore, was 11.47 + (3.40 / 2) = 13.17. Consequently, scores above 13.17 on the
Foreclosed identity sub-scale and below the respective measures for the other identity
sub-scales were categorized as Foreclosed. The mean, standard deviation, and cutoff
point for each identity sub-scale is presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Identity Status Mean, Standard Deviation, and Cutoff Scores
EOM EIS II Sub-scale Scores
Status

M

.5 SD

Cutoff

Achieved

14.93

1.34

16.27

Moratorium

12.69

1.55

14.23

Foreclosed

11.47

1.70

13.17

Diffused

10.92

1.25

12.17

Note. Cutoff score = M + (SD / 2).

Remaining statuses. The results from the 78 participants were compared to the
cutoff points and classified under the appropriate identity status. Sub-scale scores on the
EOM EIS II at or above the cutoff point on a single sub-scale were considered Pure
identity status. In this study, 42% (n = 33) of participants were classified as having a Pure
identity status (Achieved, Moratorium, Foreclosed, or Diffused). Approximately 58% (n
= 45) of the participants did not have scores at or above the cutoff score for a single subscale, and they were not classified as a Pure identity status. Instead, these 45 participants
were classified as Transitional, Low Profile Moratorium, or Multi-Dropped status. Table
2 describes the Pure status and the three remaining statuses.
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Participants with sub-scale scores on the EOM EIS II at or above the cutoff point
on two sub-scales were considered Transitional identity status. Of the total sample of 78,
approximately 17.95% (n = 14) were assigned to the less sophisticated Transitional
identity status of the total sample (Moratorium, 3.85%, Foreclosed, 7.69%, Diffused,
6.41%). Low Profile Moratorium status individuals scored below the cutoff score on all
four identity status sub-scales; they accounted for 26.9% (n = 21) of the sample. Ten of
the 78 participants (12.8%) were considered Multi-Dropped because they scored above
the cutoff on three or four sub-scales; they were removed from further analysis.
The statuses ranged from least to most refined and were Diffused, Foreclosed,
Moratorium, and Achieved status, respectively. If an individual had two sub-scale scores
above the cutoff score, in Moratorium and Foreclosed, for example, they were considered
to be in a transitional status and were placed in the less sophisticated status, Foreclosed
in this case (Adams et al., 1989). Individuals who scored below the cutoff on all four subscales were deemed low-profile Moratorium status individuals, differentiated from the
pure Moratorium status. Finally, participants scoring above the cutoff on three or more
sub-scales were considered multi-dropped and were removed from further analysis since
they did not seem to be discriminating.
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Table 2: Pure and Not Pure Statuses: Total and Percentage of Participants
Status

Total

%

Pure

33

42

Transitional

14

18

Low Profile Moratorium

21

27

Multi-Dropped

10

13

Note. N = 78.

From the total sample, 11.54% (n = 9) were categorized as Achieved (high
exploration/high commitment), 12.82% (n = 10) were in the Moratorium status (high
exploration/low commitment), 6.41% (n = 5) were assigned the Foreclosed status (high
commitment/no exploration), and finally, 11.54% (n = 9) were labeled Diffused (low or
no exploration/no commitment). Participants in Transitional status are also included in
Table 3. Two students had equal scores for Foreclosure and Moratorium, and two students
had equal scores for Achievement and Moratorium, therefore a discrete status was not
assigned. Furthermore, status was not assigned to the three participants who did not
complete the survey.
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Table 3: Identity Status Categorization: Quantitative
Identity Status Categorization

n

%

Identity Achievement

9

11.54

Moratorium

10

12.82

Foreclosure

5

6.41

Diffusion

9

11.54

Transitional

14

17.95

Scoring and Results for the EIPQ
The EIPQ was scored according to the method prescribed by the authors of the
instrument (Balistreri et al., 1995). The EIPQ has 32 items, 20 positively worded and 12
negatively worded and reversed scored. It assesses the participants’ level of exploration
and commitment by having participants designate their agreement to a specified
statement along a Likert-type scale, ranging from 1- “strongly disagree” to 6- “strongly
agree.” Scoring is reversed for the negatively stated items. The raw scores for both
domains were averaged giving a range of 8 to 48. The item scores are summed and
median splits for each of the sub-scale scores were obtained and assigned as a “high” or
“low” range for each sub-scale. According to Balistreri et al. (1995), “Respondents above
the median on both dimensions were classified as identity achieved, whereas those below
the median were classified as diffused. Respondents above the median on exploration, but
below the median on commitment were classified as Moratorium, and those with the
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reverse pattern were classified as foreclosed” (p. 184). In Table 4, participants’ scores on
commitment and exploration are compared against the mean .

Table 4: Domain, Mean, Standard Deviation, and Median
Domain

Mean

SD

Median

Commitment

29.18

4.39

29.0

Exploration

27.28

5.74

27.5

Participants who scored above the mean were given an “above” designation,
while those who scored below the mean were given a “below.” For example, an
individual who scored high on both commitment and exploration would be
“aboveabove,” and assigned the Achieved status. Individuals who scored above on
commitment but below on exploration would be “abovebelow,” and assigned a
Foreclosed status. Conversely, individuals who scored “belowabove,” below on
commitment and above on exploration, would be assigned the Moratorium status. Lastly,
those in Diffused status who scored “below” on both commitment and exploration would
have a “belowbelow” designation (see Table 5).

Table 5: Commitment and Exploration
Exploration-Above

Exploration-Below

Commitment-Above

Achieved

Foreclosed

Commitment-Below

Moratorium

Diffused
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Statistical Analysis
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted for identity statuses
(Achievement, Moratorium, Foreclosure, Diffusion) and relationships between family
size, age, and rank and achievement were investigated using Pearson correlation
coefficients. Regression analysis was used to estimate the potential covariance of the
main research hypothesis regarding Achieved status and academic achievement, as well
as identity status in general as it relates to academic achievement. CRT scores were
reported on a scale ranging from 100 to 500 points. The performance scores on the CRT
were Math 292.23 (SD = 81.29), English 273.70 SD = 78.21), and the average of both
282.96 (SD = 72.76) (see Table 6). Missing values and complete scores were only
available for two-thirds (n = 52) of the participants.

Table 6: Academics: Math and English Scores and Standard Deviation
Academics

Score

SD

Math

292.23

81.29

English

273.70

78.21

Average

282.96

72.76

Note. CRT scores range from 100-500 points.

The quantitative measures that were originally the foundation of this mixed
methods study were de-emphasized in the assignment of identity status due to their low
reliability (< .40). In statistics, reliability refers to the consistency of a measure. A
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measure is considered to have high reliability if the results are consistent under consistent
conditions, like measures of height and weight (Carlson & Buskist, 2009). Administering
the same test to the same sample over a period of time, a test-retest, would determine the
reliability. In most cases, a follow up study would be conducted, however in this
situation, the quantitative measures were de-emphasized in the assignment of identity
status. A literature review of studies using the same instruments and similar populations
(see Archer, 1982; Stoker, 2007) showed high validity, but reliability measures were not
included in the results.
Ethnic Group and Gender Differences
An analysis to discern possible differences among ethnic groups and academic
achievement showed no significant differences between ethnicity and achievement
measures. Therefore, ethnic distinction was not a factor in academic achievement (see
Table 7). An analysis to examine student achievement due to possible gender differences
found no significant differences (see Table 7).

Table 7: Ethnic and Gender Differences
Ethnicity

Math

English

Average

Pearson Correlation

.021

.053

.037

Gender

Math

English

Average

Pearson Correlation

.109

.030

0.042

Qualitative Findings
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To explore whether subjective components correlated with identity status and
academic achievement, I included interviews and adapted the questions from the Identity
Status Interview (Marcia, 1966). Whereas Marcia’s original interview focused on politics,
occupation, religion, intimate relationships, friendships, and gender roles, questions were
modified for this demographic based on meetings with school administrators and
recommendations from the Institutional Review Board. For example, religion and
intimate relationships (dating) topics were considered inappropriate or intrusive.
Consequently, Marriage and Family replaced intimate relationships, and discipline
underlying the notion of law and government replaced politics. I included Occupation
(Career) and Gender Roles (Sex Roles) because children could abstractly explore and
commit to them. Exhibited maturity suggested some degree of decision-making power; in
the analysis, I labeled this “Autonomy”— a state of self-governing.
Interview Analysis
This section outlines the interview analysis method and how participant responses
were grouped into specific themes. A deductive coding method, along with pre-existing
categories mentioned above, was employed as an analytical basis. Bernard and Ryan
(2010) stated that overarching themes evolved from metacoding and that an exacting
technique lead to universal agreement. Each sentence was analyzed individually, and
similarities and differences were identified to gain better understanding of the
phenomenon. A discrete structure with fixed categories was established, and salient
subthemes helped categorize participants into identity statuses. Themes were extracted by
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counting repetition, similarities, and differences among responses (Bernard & Ryan,
2010).
Coding Method. I reviewed transcripts multiple times and employed Rubin and
Rubin’s (2005) sequential description method by dividing the text , using participants’
exact words for codes, in vivo, and grouping the text into themes and subthemes. Bernard
and Ryan (2010) recommended multiple coders for increased chance of identifying
obscure examples from the text, greater insight and less bias. The required number of
coders varied. However, for the purposes of this study, one additional coder sufficed as
the data did not present with a plethora of metaphors and inferences. High inter-coder
reliability—the probability that two or more coders would see the same thing during
analysis—was a prerequisite to maintain logical reasoning in my interpretations and to
increase objectivity (Bernard & Ryan, 2010).
Random interviews were selected and each sentence was analyzed. Decisions
concerning subject categorizations and determinations regarding agreement were
addressed. The analyzed responses determined status and were included as part of the
explanation and results. The replies were taken literally. I found no incidence of metaphor
or other such abstract language.
Codebook Development. The development of the codebook included a priori
categories adapted from Marcia’s (1967) interview topics. Each category was labeled
with inclusion and exclusion criteria to succinctly define the parameters. Analysis of the
interviews produced certain “index codes” or “tags” (Bernard & Ryan, 2010). This
notation process facilitated revisiting the transcripts and finding specified text.
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According to Bernard and Ryan, this process reduced the data into more manageable
components. After the data were analyzed and categories identified, an inductive
approach to identify themes followed. The topics relevant to the respondents received
priority in the codebook and were arranged hierarchically.
Bernard and Ryan (2010) stated that certain coding was nominal, for example the
types of careers were differentiated as such: career choice, career knowledge, career
planning/foresight, and career sources of knowledge. However, the value given to each
choice, for example, how much they knew about their chosen career, to what extent they
were preparing for this career, and where they got the idea for this job, respectively,
facilitated response categorization. The analysis continued and certain themes emerged
from repeated responses. Continual data analysis provided me with greater insight, while
the increase in potential themes strengthened data reliability (Miles & Huberman, 1994).
Table 8 demonstrates the coding process used in analyzing the interviews.

Table 8: Codebook
Parameters

Topic
Career
Higher Education-Pursuit

Coded As

College Intent-Personal

Detailed Description

Student responds that they intend to pursue a college degree

Inclusion Criteria

Indication that the student plans to go to college

Exclusion Criteria

Student has no intention of going to college

Typical Exemplars

When asked whether they plan to go to college, the student replies in the
affirmative
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Parameters

Topic

Coded As

College Intent-Parental

Detailed Description

Parents demand that child go to college and/or get a specific job/career. The

Inclusion Criteria
Exclusion Criteria

eventual career is not relevant as much as college attendance in and of itself
Parents make their wish known by telling child that s/he is going to attend
college
The parents do not wish their child to go to college

Typical Exemplars

“You are going to go to college,” or “Study hard, get good grades, and go to
college.”

Coded As

No College Intent

Detailed Description

Student responds that they do not intend to pursue a college degree

Inclusion Criteria

Indication that the student does not plan to go to college

Exclusion Criteria

Student has intention of going to college

Typical Exemplars

When asked whether they plan to go to college, the student replies in the
negative

Status Assignment
Marcia (1966) stated that identity status involved exploration and commitment.
Thus, from a hierarchical perspective, the most sophisticated status involved the greatest
amount of exploration. Grotevant (1987) delineated exploration as having depth and
breadth; I defined students who had knowledge of their chosen profession as having
depth. Students who chose to pursue higher education and had multiple job ideas were
designated as having breadth. The degree of commitment and exploration further
differentiated status assignment (e.g., Diffused or Foreclosed). Whether participants
considered various careers was seen as an indicator of their maturity and, in turn, affected
the hierarchical position of their assigned status.
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The coding rubric in Table 9 was based on the participants’ degree of exploration
and commitment. I analyzed participants’ responses and assigned a status according to the
rubric. For example, Moratorium status individuals considered college and multiple
career choices, had some (adequate to moderate) knowledge of career requirements, and
opinions about family and children that differed from their parents’ opinions. Foreclosed
status individuals were less sophisticated than Moratorium status individuals given their
single career choice, superficial to adequate career knowledge, and their opinions about
family and children that were the same as their parents’ opinions; they were similar in
their desire to attend college, however. Individuals in the least sophisticated status,
Diffusion, lacked focus. They decided against or had not considered college, family, or
children. In addition, Diffused status individuals chose one career, but their career
knowledge was extremely limited or absent.

Table 9: Coding Rubric
Status

College Decision

Career
Choices

Diffused

No college/
Undecided

Single

None

Undecided or
Traditional

Foreclosed

Yes

Single

Superficial to
Adequate

Traditional/Same as
parents

Moratorium

Yes

Multiple

Adequate to
Moderate

Different from
parents

Determining Identity Status
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Career Knowledge Family/Children

This next section presents each identity status from the least refined Diffusion
status to the most sophisticated Achievement status as determined by students’ responses
and the rubric. I will describe each status and give examples from the interviews to
support my coding process and identity status assignment. Students’ status was
determined by how well responses aligned with the overall definition of each status.
Status assignment depended on the degree of exploration and commitment; as the breadth
of exploration increased and the subsequent commitment solidified, the status level
increased in refinement. I employed three concrete methods: themes and patterns,
potential plausibility, and counting. In addition, I employed two abstract methods: noting
relations between variables and finding intervening variables. These methods supported
my explanatory study and built a logical chain of evidence that established a theoretical
framework for future research.
Prompted responses were used to expand theme development but not to assign
status. Only the student’s initial response was considered in the coding. For example,
when I asked, “What do you want to be when you grow up?” and the student’s
unprompted response was, “I wanna be a doctor,” the response was deemed a single
career choice. “I wanna be a fireman or a doctor” was considered to be a multiple career
choice. Each identity status was represented by both a boy and a girl along with an
example from each school.
Diffused Status Individuals
Individuals categorized as Diffused, the least refined identity status, exhibited
little interest in exploration or commitment; they remained indecisive and unbothered by
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societal pressures to commit (Marcia, 1966). In this research, individuals categorized in
the Diffused status chose only one profession for which they demonstrated little, or no,
in-depth knowledge. In addition, they remained undecided regarding Marriage and
Family.
Meg. The first participant, Meg (pseudonyms are used for all names)*, expressed
no desire to attend college, and her reason was, “I just haven’t thought about it.” After I
asked her about career plans, she answered that she would like to be a doctor, while her
parents suggested, “To be a police.” Her two choices fell into different Social realms,
white and blue collar, and varied differently in regards to the level of education required.
As the conversation continued, I asked Meg if she had ever considered her parents’
suggestion. She said, “Uh, yeah, when I was in fourth grade, we did this report on what
we wanted to do and I said police.” This would seem an internal choice and not an
external one as previously suggested. These confusing responses continued regarding
Autonomy. For example, when asked if her parents would likely advise her to choose one
career over another, Meg replied, “no.” If she were to have children, she stated, “It would
be their decision.”
While Autonomy for career choice would be passed down, Meg maintained a
disparate view regarding Marriage and Family. She did not want to get married, nor did
she want to have kids, but if she did, she would use the same method of Discipline that
her parents used. Her father yelled at them if they argued, and he also took away their
electronics. The discipline combined verbal/corporal and tangible/intangible punishment
that she claimed was effective. Her parents were egalitarian except for Gender role
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differences. Meg experienced gender bias and held stereotypic views. When asked to
explain the difference between boys and girls, Meg said,
A bad thing is girls always have to clean. Yeah, you always have to clean, and
boys just play video games...No, I have to clean the kitchen all the time, it gets
boring...Uh, they (boys), like, if they’re older, they can do more stuff than girls
can do...like they can stay out till like the morning, but girls can only stay out till
like 11...Yeah, and sometimes they’re tougher. And, when they’re older, they can
get a cell phone.
Moreover, Meg believed all these rules were innate. When asked where
she learned rules about how boys and girls are supposed to act, she replied, “That’s what I
should do.” Yet, she intended to espouse very different rules if she married, and she
insisted hers would be an even partnership in which everybody would do their share
equally. While Meg had definite opinions regarding certain things, when asked about
long term plans she said, “When you’re little, you just stay fun…yeah.” I coded this as
being “In the moment,” as she did not seem preoccupied with the future.
Evan. Evan was a boy who wished to go to college. In his interview, when asked
what he wanted to do when he went to college, he stated, “Social studies...Someone that
works with social studies...history.” When the suggestion of being a history teacher was
posed, he replied, “Yes,” but when asked if he would like being a teacher, he responded,
“No.” Evan replied, “Build something,” when asked what he would ultimately like to do
with his social studies degree.
The child had chosen a single career, yet had no concept of what it entailed.
Furthermore, there was no planning/foresight and goal setting as the child claimed, “Just
to chill,” when asked about the importance of knowing what to do with his life. Parents
often influenced children’s decisions. In regards to receiving pressure concerning specific
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career choice by his parents, Evan said, “No.” However, if Evan proffered three career
plans, his parents would definitely choose one, “lawyer,” he stated, that was socially
desirable. He gave two distinctly different responses. His answers regarding Marriage and
Family were equally incongruous. He would like to have a wife and kids, and juggling
career and family would be simple, he said, “Take days off. Like get all week like some
people do. Get like three, four days off, not weekends…Yeah.” Continuing, he also
disagreed with his parents’ method of Discipline. He stated he would do the same, “A
little bit on the groundation. Not ground them that much.”
According to Evan, when asked what are boys supposed to be like, he replied
instantly, “messy.” Moreover, boys tend to be, “more playful” and, “you get dirty and
your parents won’t care,” while girls, according to Evan, “make stuff up (and) they talk a
lot of gossip (and tend to be) bossy.” Further disadvantages of being a girl, according to
Evan, included, “they can’t fight,” and are predisposed to clothing choices.
Foreclosed Status Individuals
Foreclosed status individuals lacked exploration, yet were firmly committed and
readily conformed to others’ expectations for them. They had not experienced an identity
crisis because they had not explored alternatives. Instead, they adopted established roles
and goals (Marcia, 1966). Everything, including their job, where they will live, what car
they drive, and so on, is predetermined. Success is evidenced in the lives of others and
commitment is eagerly embraced. In this sample, those in the Foreclosed status chose a
single career. The choice was often based on blind acceptance of a role and without
adequate knowledge of the job requirements or congruence with their individual desires.
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Foreclosed individuals adopted their parents’ views on Marriage and Family, which were
polar opposites of the more refined Moratorium status individuals.
Julio. Julio, a young boy, pursued single career intentions to become a cook.
Whether higher education was required for this profession remains negligible, but it was
still mentioned. College intent was affirmed in all but two cases; thus, looking at single or
multiple career choice better indicated identity status. His knowledge of career
requirements was extremely limited. As a child, he liked cooking and baking with his
mother. He said they made “cookies” and added later, “Tinga...it’s Mexican food.” His
career plans consisted of working at lesser-known restaurants, “I would start on the, the
one that has low stars...like, you know how they get a rate right...I would start at a low
star.” As for Marriage and Family, he was very traditional. When asked if he would like
to get married, he said, “Yeah,” and when I asked him about having children, he
responded, “Yesssss...maybe four.”
He desired to have a family similar to the one he grew up in indicated a
Foreclosed identity. However, regarding Discipline, he stated that he would employ the
same method, Tangible/Intangible, as his parents, although he found it ineffective. For
example, he mentioned an incident when he had an argument with his brother, and they
were both grounded. When he was asked how the parents handled it, he replied, “They
just took away my GameBoy® (so) I just play with my DS2®.” The child exemplified
commitment without exploration and adhered to a recognized method without exploring
alternatives, regardless of the discipline’s obvious ineffectiveness.
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Jules. The next participant, Jules, was also categorized as Foreclosed. She had a
single career choice, fashion designer, with no further exploration considered. She even
had a job picked out based on what I referred to as an external source of knowledge.
My dad got me into it because he saw that I really like dresses and stuff like that,
so, um, we started drawing dresses and he started buying me more things, such as
a sewing kit, so I started sewing, knitting, and I do crotchet.

This type of external influence was coded as Vicarious because her father desired this
specific career. Furthermore, she was deeply committed to a specific design house. When
asked for whom she would like to work, Jules replied,
And my dad gets me books, like Valentino books, about the most famous fashion
designer in Europe, Valentino, I wanna be like Valentino...He’s just a very, very,
very great...it’s like so hard to get one of his dresses. They’re like really famous
in Europe and here, and well, Oprah Winfrey only got to wear one of his
dresses...My dad has taught me to think, to think ahead, to plan exactly...and he’s
trying to get me into this high school that’s studying fashion design...my dad
taught me to do things for all people, he taught me that if I make a dress for
somebody, my dad says that if you make a dress, you make it for somebody that
you like...somebody that you look up to.

Jules mentioned her father as an emphatic supporter and motivating force behind
her career choice. Only after being prompted, did she mention that she considered
writing, but had not decided between poetry or fiction novels. In addition, her responses
about Marriage and Family and future plans suggested commitment without exploration
and indicated a Foreclosed status.
My dad, my dad says that I can start dating at about 13 or 14, and then probably,
probably get engaged at about 20, and then, and then in probably three or four
years I’ll get married, and probably, at 24...the person I marry won’t get in the
way of my job.
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Her attachment to her father’s wishes continued in the realm of discipline.
Well, I don’t really get discipline that much because my dad teaches me to be
good. He just gives me a long speech about that. Me and my sister rely on our
parents so we don’t wanna be bad to them, because they pretty much help us in
life, so why be bad to the person that helps you?… Yeah, I think. Well, my
parents always tell me, ‘Would you hurt a person that you love?’ and that’s when I
stop doing what I’m doing and do what they want me to do and that’s because I
don’t wanna hurt them and that’s how I’m gonna teach my children.

Aside from being an example of commitment without exploration, this child
demonstrated a very low degree of autonomy, another component of a Foreclosed
identity. She mentioned no desire to change anything regarding this aspect of her life.
Whatever her parents asked of her was accepted. This continued into Gender Roles and
acquisition,
My dad and my mom teach me everything I need to know, ‘cause I’ve never, I’ve
never gotten an F in my life, and I’ve never had anything bad, like getting
suspended, gotten suspended or expelled from school. I’ve always been a good
kid, the good in the class.
The parents had planned all aspects of this child’s life, and the young girl had no qualms
about it.
Moratorium Status Individuals
Individuals in Moratorium status, according to Marcia (1966), explored a variety
of options but have not committed. For example, many children enrolled in soccer, tap
dancing, and piano eventually moved on to something else that interested them. In the
interviews, the respondents mentioned pursuing multiple careers, having some
knowledge of each, and entertaining a differing view on Marriage and Family from their
parents.
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Rocky. In the following example, Rocky decided to attend college and had made
two distinct career choices, fireman and football player. He said he was first interested in
being a fireman when he was younger, “Yeah, and then when I saw firefighters and the
fire trucks and what they do I started being interested in it since I was like seven or
eight.” The child wished to pursue a career based on a personal, internal desire initiated
by an earlier life experience. The personal nature of his choice and the fact that the
careers, fireman and football player, are dissimilar, were coded as being “out of sphere,”
and demonstrated greater propensity for exploration. In addition, they differed on what I
coded as, Social Level, as well. A firefighter is a blue collar-type profession while a
football player was categorized as Fantasy/Fame-seeking. Diverse career alternatives
suggested a high degree of exploratory behavior.
Rocky’s views on Marriage and Family were also exploratory in nature. Earlier he
stated, “I would go to college to make enough money to support my children.” However,
when asked whether he would get married, he nodded negatively. He planned to have
children, but has not considered getting married. Rocky was different from his parents
and demonstrating a great deal of exploration regarding life choices. Rocky evaluated his
parents’ method of discipline as effective. He claimed that personal items and freedoms
were taken away. He gave this example of a recent incident, “We have to stop
playing...if...we start again...get grounded or something...stay in...room for about a
month...and no phone, no game, no going to people’s house, and...have to do homework,
outta workbooks.”
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Children either maintained their parents’ discipline method or views on marriage
and family, but gender roles were either observed or taught, and not questioned. In
response to my question of whether his parents had ever sat him down to explain how
boys and girls behaved, he said, “Yeah, kinda watched and learned, kinda sat, I did both.
My dad taught me and my mom taught me and I sat and watched my parents.” He stated
that his parents were fair when it came to gifts, and he extended this notion of equality
regarding his future role of husband. When asked what the husband’s role was, he replied,
“Works, come back, works, comes back, feed their child, sleep from like five or six, feed
their child, take a bath, give the child a bath first, take a bath, then go back to sleep.”
When he was asked what the mother’s role was, he replied,
Well, when I’m at work she gonna have to change the baby’s diaper...yeah, feed
them, or take them places, fun and something...when we’re both at work,
we’re gonna take it to a babysitter, like my auntie, or something like that,
and when we come back we pick up our child, and go back home and start
giving him baths and stuff.

Cynthia. The next participant, Cynthia, was a girl who had chosen multiple white
collar careers and recognized that she needed to go to college to become a teacher or a
doctor. Yet, her decision arose not from an internal desire that implied exploration, but
rather an external one. She told me her decision came about because, “Since Mrs. B. is a
teacher, I’ve wanted to be a teacher too...and she’s very kind and sweet.” However, when
asked what kind of summer-type job she could see herself having, she mentioned a fast
food restaurant. This was coded, Multiple Career Choice-Out of Sphere, since the three
jobs had no discernible connection to each other, therefore it required a great deal of
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exploration. Although this age group cannot truly commit except hypothetically, this
participant mentioned what her ideal job over the summer would be,
A teacher! Kindergarteners…(I could teach them) ABCs and 123s, and easy,
easy addition...oh yeah, but not the hard ones...19 + 2, they don’t know
that…‘cause they’re small and they don’t know that, until they get to
another grade.

While her career decision was externally influenced, her Career Knowledge was
considerable. She was aware of the necessary elements Kindergarteners needed to be
taught, along with their limitations. As for the topic of Marriage and Family, when asked
if she would like to get married, she replied, “Yeah, when I grow up. Hmm, maybe.” Her
definitive response to marriage but not to children indicated an exploratory nature.
However, when asked if she were to have children how would she take care of them, she
replied, “I would take the child to a daycare center or have somebody keep him, a nice
person.”
She continued by talking about potentially harmful elements in society, “bad
things,” that can befall people and her child needed to be protected from this. When asked
about gender differences, specifically how boys should be, she told me the following,
“Clean, not nasty...yeah, yeah, they’re (boys) afraid of water...it’s because they wanna be
just like men, or something, or their dad, or their family member, their cousin, you name
it?” Her thoughts regarding being a girl were similar. In response to the question
regarding how girls are, she said, “You have hair...you’re a smart cookie...they (girls) can
be nice...some girls are mean and cruel. Some girls are nasty. They like to hang around
boys instead of their friends.” Boys did, however, have an advantage when it came to
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dressing because she said they could, “take off their shirts. Leave their shirt off if they
want to, but wear a bottom.” Her knowledge of gender differences was experiential, and
while her parents taught her how to behave like a girl, with boys it was innate “because
they’re boys,” she replied.
Achieved Status Individuals
The Achieved status is the most refined; achieved status individuals exhibited a
high degrees of exploration and commitment. The Achieved status, however, was not
represented among the children according to their self-report measures and interviews.
The assignment of a status represented only one facet of the qualitative analysis.
The following section outlines the themes and subthemes that arose in the interviews. I
analyzed repeated responses by students to gain further insight into certain tendencies,
beliefs, and indicators of identity development.
Career and Marriage-Family
Career and Marriage-Family were two themes that I considered most telling in
terms of status. Children discussed these topics openly and with confidence in terms of
their future. As previously mentioned, this demographic could not demonstrate the realworld requirements, exploration, and commitment for identity development. However,
considering the relevance of the above topics, the themes of Career and Marriage-Family,
a high degree of exploration and commitment could be theoretically exhibited by children
with a more sophisticated identity status. On the other hand, commitment without
exploration was most prevalent for Discipline and Gender roles.
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Table 10 shows the distribution of single and multiple career choices among boys
and girls. Boys were twice as likely to choose multiple careers as girls, while girls chose
a single career 90% more often than do boys.

Table 10: Career Choice
Gender

Single

Multiple

Total

Boys

5

4

9

Girls

9

2

11

Career choices. The career choices mentioned by the participants included the
following:, scientist, teacher, professional athlete, chef, lawyer, medicine, performer,
tradesman, fashion designer and other (video gamer, soldier, etc.). While an overlap
exists owing to multiple career choices, Doctor and Teacher are the most often cited. In a
Gallup poll (2005) described in Table 11, both of these professions are in the top five
among young people and have been for the last few decades.

Table 11: Gallup Poll Career Choices
Profession

Total

Gallup Poll

Rank

Doctor

8

Teacher

1

Teacher

7

Doctor

2

Professional Athlete

5

Lawyer

3

Emergency Personnel

4

Sports Field

4

Tradesman

3

Science/Biology

5
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Profession

Total

Gallup Poll

Rank

Chef

2

Architecture

6

Lawyer

2

Business

7

Nurse

2

Military

8

Scientist

2

Engineer

9

Tradesman

2

Nurse

10

The majority of students were in the Diffused category (n = 11, 55%), the
theoretically logical conclusion since children this age are neither exploring nor
considering committing to anything. Furthermore, while some respondents demonstrated
a higher degree of exploration and consideration regarding alternate career choices,
discipline methods, marriage and family, the number of Moratorium status individuals
was the least (n = 3, 15%). Foreclosed, the next least sophisticated status, made up the
remainder of participants (n=6, 30%) (see Table 12).

Table 12: Identity Status and Categorization: Qualitative
Identity Status

Total

%

Diffused

11

55

Foreclosed

6

30

Moratorium

3

15
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While the hypotheses rested on the notion that children displaying greater
maturity, defined as displaying grown-up behaviors such as taking care of younger
siblings, had considerable responsibility and would, therefore, possess more focus and
improved academics resulting from a more refined identity, the results indicated
otherwise. Listed in Table 13 are the average, collected scores for Math and English
along with the average scores in the same subjects for interviewees. The fact that
interviewees’ scores are higher than average scores in every status is not readily
explicable. Identity statuses were assigned through qualitative analysis of the interviews.
The scores disproved my hypotheses, however. No scores were available for one student
who was assigned the Moratorium status; Moratorium status average, therefore, is based
on two scores instead of three (see Table 13).

Table 13: Math and English Scores by Identity Status
Mathematics and English Scores

Average

Overall scores for all participants (n = 78)

192.27

Overall scores for interviewees (n = 20)

271.90

Identity Status

Scores

Diffused

308.14

Foreclosed

266.58

Moratorium

224.50a

Note. Criterion Referenced Test (CRT) scores; collected by schools.
a Moratorium average based on two students’ scores as no scores were available for the
third student.
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The results indicated that the higher the academic performance, the less sophisticated
the identity status. Diffused status individuals’ scores were approximately 30% higher
than those of the more refined Moratorium status.
Major Themes and Subthemes
Using the above-mentioned categories as the outline, I formulated themes based
on repeated responses that indicated degrees of exploration and commitment. The
categories, along with the level of exploration and commitment, allowed me to determine
an identity status. The themes represented similarities and differences within identity
categories for this demographic in addition to trends concerning careers, marriage and
family, gender roles, discipline, and autonomy. Each student’s response was analyzed
and compared to responses from other students and specific tendencies were recorded.
The notions of exploration and commitment were hypothetical for participants given their
age; any ideas regarding future careers were either gleaned from television or suggested
by their parents. Their responses, however, elicited themes that may shed some light on
this demographic in terms of identity development.
Theme 1: Higher Education
The first theme was the participating children’s intentions regarding higher
education. All but two of the respondents (n = 18) planned to attend college or university.
While the reasoning behind their answers ranged from personal choice, edification,
parental wishes, and improving one’s life, some career choices did not require higher
education at all. Many students’ career aspirations, such as insurance sales and cook, did
not require higher education degrees. Only one student mentioned college-educated
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parents. Career discussions were seen as relevant to students, and they had specific plans
for their future.
Theme 2: Career Choices
In terms of career, most participating students chose socially desirable jobs, (e.g.
doctors) that paid above average salaries. Furthermore, they focused most often on a
single, white collar profession, but they had minimal background knowledge regarding
the extensive educational requirements to become a physician and believed that one could
be a good person and attain anything. The idea of doing well, not great, in school and
being a good person was mentioned in the interviews. The benevolent nature of the
profession attracted students, but most lacked in-depth knowledge regarding job
description. Moreover, the students who unwaveringly chose only one career path were,
therefore, members of the Foreclosed status were unwavering. They had very specific
details regarding their future, for example, the exact school to play sports for, or the exact
design house to make dresses for.
Theme 3: Discipline
While college attendance and career choice showed a certain amount of
exploration, discipline did not. Discipline was a topic easily evaluated by children and
their responses regarding punishment were candid. Overall, tangible/intangible
punishment was the most common. Parents seldom used corporal means to discipline
them, instead preferring to either ground them, or remove some form of electronic device,
for example a cell phone, television, or gaming device. Children mentioned this mode of
punishment multiple times, and while they saw it as effective in the interim, they
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considered it inadequate as a long-term deterrent of inappropriate behavior. However, the
students almost unanimously agreed on using a similar method with their own children.
The interviewees also stated that their parents were very fair in dispensing punishment
equally for boys and girls. Fairness was also mentioned in regards to gender roles and
autonomy.
Theme 4: Marriage and Family
The students considered their home life and determined whether or not they
would get married and have children. Nearly every child upheld the traditional notion of
marriage and children. If they had decided to get married, they also stated that they would
have children. They believed that the two were inseparable and maintained this mindset.
The lack of knowledge regarding the demands of having a family were similar to those
expressed concerning career choice. From their responses, the children believed that
babies required attention to their immediate needs and nothing more. The students were
aware that the babies would need someone to care for them during the day, but that was
easily handled by the mother or a caring relative or family friend. The prevailing theme
was that someone was always available.
Theme 4: Autonomy
We often ask children, “What do you want to be when you grow up?” to
demonstrate it was their choice and anything was possible. However, how much
influence do the parents wield in the decision-making process? The interviewees were
asked what would their parents say if they came home and expressed an interest in a
specific job. Boys and girls equally claimed their parents would allow them to follow
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their own path and do any job as long as it made them happy. However, follow-up
questions that offered the option of two dissimilar jobs came with certain prejudices.
When presented with the idea of the child being a lawyer or manager at a fast food
restaurant, the interviewees believed that most parents would try to persuade the child to
consider the white collar position. There was an underlying discrepancy between true
freedom of choice and suggested freedom when taking this theme into account.
Theme 5: Gender Roles
Gender roles, in comparison to other themes, were the least likely to be explored,
yet the notion of knowing that an alternative existed may be taken as a form of
exploration. In terms of gender role acquisition, both sexes had a sense of “just knowing”
how to behave and held very strong views with respect to appropriate behavior and
stereotypes. Parents and older relatives were often seen as role models. Some directly
addressed how to act, however, the majority of knowledge was innate. Clothing was an
important component of being a boy or a girl. While girls could wear dresses, it was
unsuitable for a boy. In addition, widely-held beliefs regarding poor hygiene among boys
were prevalent, along with girls’ inability to perform certain physical tasks, for example,
contact sports. However, there was unanimous agreement regarding shared responsibility
in a marriage. The students held no preconceived notions of husband’s duties or wife’s,
both were equally accountable for keeping a home.
Summary of Results
The results indicated that 90% of children interviewed showed interest in
attending college or university. While some of the respondents did not require higher
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education for their chosen profession, it was perceived as a necessary extension to one’s
academic career. In addition, the most common career choices were socially desirable,
and boys and girls, equally, stated that their parents would allow them to choose whatever
they wished in terms of a future career. There was a trend in regards to maintaining the
family unit; almost all the participants planned to get married and have children.
Traditional methods of discipline (e.g., corporal) had been replaced with more
contemporary methods that involved loss of privileges and/or personal items. Moreover,
while gender roles were the least explored aspect of identity development, they were by
far the most untraditional. The majority of respondents claimed the men and women were
equally responsible for childrearing and maintaining a household.
My research hypotheses were not supported by the data. In response to research
question number 1, Do adolescents acquire an Achieved identity earlier than previous
research suggests? the answer is no. There were no individuals in the Achieved status in
this sample. Regarding question 2, Do environmental issues, such as familial obligations,
expedite identity achievement? the data indicated no students in the Achieved status
therefore this answer is also no. In terms of question 3, Does identity status impact
academic performance? the answer is yes. While I meant a more sophisticated status, the
results indicate that a lower, less refined status is correlated with high academic
performance. And finally, question 4, What impact does an Achieved identity have on
academic performance? As previously mentioned, there were no students in the Achieved
status therefore I cannot confidently remark on the validity of that statement.
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The following chapter will provide an overview of the study. The emphasis and
inclusion of identity status theory (Marcia, 1966) will be discussed. In addition, the
findings will be reviewed, major implications discussed, and suggestions concerning
future research will be given.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In this final chapter, I will discuss the results of this mixed methods study of
identity development in fifth grade students. I will conclude with implications,
limitations, and directions for future research.
My assumption that identity could be acquired at any time suggested that
environmental factors might expedite identity development. Given that identity
customarily resulted from exploration and commitment (Marcia, 1966), I hypothesized
that added responsibility, such as taking care of younger siblings, led to identity
formation sooner than previous research had suggested. The observed sample of fifth
graders had such obligations, and I based my dissertation and research questions on this
premise. I also hypothesized that expedited identity achievement stemming from greater
responsibility would lead to increased scholastic focus, which in turn would increase
academic performance.
The original sample in this study was 78 fifth grade students who completed two
widely used instruments of identity development in the quantitative phase of this study.
The sample was selected from three classrooms at two elementary schools in the
Southwestern United States. The participants were equal numbers of boys and girls, and
90% of them identified their race or ethnicity as Black, Latino, Asian, or multiracial. For
the qualitative phase of the study, 20 students from the original 78 were selected for
individual interviews.
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To identify a correlation between identity status and academic performance, I first
collected quantitative data from participants’ scores on the EIPQ (Balistreri et al., 1995),
EOM-EIS-II (Bennion et al., 1986), and a state criterion referenced test in math and
English from fourth grade. These quantitative results were to be consolidated with
qualitative data from interviews (Marcia, 1966). However, the study was refocused due to
low instrument reliability. Consequently, the analysis and results are based solely on
qualitative interview data.
Discussion of Results
Research Questions, Hypotheses, and Results
This dissertation was driven by four research questions. The first question
examined whether adolescents acquired an Achieved identity earlier than previous
research had suggested. The results were not significant; none of the students
demonstrated an adequate level of exploration and commitment during the interviews to
be categorized as Achieved. The second question explored whether environmental issues,
such as familial obligations, expedited identity achievement. The results were
inconclusive; no relationship between family size, age of participants, ordinal rank, and
academic achievement was found. Question three addressed whether identity status
impacted academic performance. A correlation existed between the Diffused status and
higher average grades in Math and English. Question four considered whether Achieved
identity had an impact on academic performance. No students were categorized as
Achieved, therefore a connection was not found.
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A majority (55%) of the participants were categorized as having a Diffused
identity status, some (30%) were Foreclosed identity status, very few (15%) were
Moratorium identity status, and none were Achieved identity status.

Interpretation of Results
The students reflected on their future during an individual interview with
questions based on Marcia’s (1966) constructs of marriage, children, gender roles,
discipline, and careers associated with identity. Identity status was assigned according to
degree of exploration and/or commitment. The research findings did not unequivocally
produce any significant results regarding three of my research questions. My initial
hypothesis posited that children who gained a sense of self through increased
responsibility subsequently acquired an identity sooner. I considered environmental
issues as being especially relevant to identity development because Marcia’s (1966)
theory did not require the completion of an identity “stage” prior to progression to
another, like Erikson’s (1959).
My hypothesis suggested that maturity, defined as demonstrating a greater degree
of responsibility than expected, brought about greater academic focus and improved
performance. Considering the prevalence of higher academic scores among the children
qualitatively categorized with less refined identity statuses, taking care of younger
siblings may actually have the reverse effect. Students categorized as Diffused, lacking
exploration and commitment, had higher Math and English scores. These children
focused more on playing and “being a kid” which translated into improved academic
academics. Maturity and thinking about day to day survival burdens the child with “more
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important” things than school. A child uninhibited by responsibility contemplates the
future, for example school and career. School may be a right, but when compared to the
necessity of meeting basic needs, such as rent and food, it becomes a luxury, thus,
reduced in importance.
The interview questions related to dating, religion, and so on, were adapted and/or
removed to address administration’s concerns regarding participants’ age. Questions
addressing discipline, SES, parents’ education, employment and overall home climate
were supplemented to reflect Marcia’s (1966) original interview protocol. Ageappropriate topics severely limited the breadth of the study.
High and Low Achievers
I hypothesized that increased academic performance correlated with a refined
identity status; however, I found the opposite to be true. Students in the Diffused status
had higher grades overall. Academic performance and identity status were correlated,
however individuals with a less refined identity had higher scores in Math and English on
standardized tests. This unexplainable difference in higher overall grades for the
interviewees needs further investigation.
While objective, a more comprehensive measure utilizing longitudinal data,
quizzes, projects, participation and tests, for example, would provide a more accurate
performance benchmark. Grades from different courses may have produced more
accurate results considering the subjective nature of identity development. Though
Berzonsky and Kuk (2000) studied correlations with processing style and identity, their
results hold some interest. The authors found individuals in certain identity statuses often
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shared similar processing styles. With that in mind, Berzonsky and Kuk (2000) found that
those that struggled in college had a diffuse/avoidant style that was correlated with lower
cognitive ability. Similar findings may exist in this sample.
Gender and ethnicity were considered as having potential impact on academic
performance as well. Further analyses were performed to verify any possible correlations,
however the results were not significant and no notable connections made. While boys
and girls tend to mature at different ages, at this stage of their lives they were very close
developmentally. Comparing individual females with males, looking at age specifically,
may have shown some variation when compared to overall comparison. Therefore their
view on academics was most likely very similar and the differentiation between the sexes
was nonexistent. The evidence suggested that requisite components for identity
development were non-existent. Exploration and commitment may play a minor role and
the answer may reside in personality traits for younger subjects.
Comparison to Previous Research
The distribution of students among the identity statuses in this study was
congruent with the findings in contemporary research (Archer, 1982; Meilman, 1979). A
majority (55%) were Diffused status, some (30%) were Foreclosed status, very few
(15%) were Moratorium status, and none were Achieved status. According to the
literature, this demographic should contain a disproportionate number of Diffused status
individuals, followed by Foreclosed, Moratorium status individuals, and little to none
Achieved (St.Clair & Day, 1979). Meilman (1979) suggested that another status, selfdetermined foreclosure, explained commitment without exploration, which fit in with my
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results. Similar findings by Luyckx et al. (2005) identified, “Carefree Diffusion,”
characterized by low exploration in depth and breadth, yet having some commitment.
Surprisingly, socially and academic adjustment were the same as those in Achieved and
Foreclosed status. Additional identity statuses support the continuous nature of identity
development. Many students possessed definite plans for the future, without exploration
(e.g. Foreclosed), implying identity may develop independently of exploration and
commitment claimed by Marcia (1966).
Marcia (1966) suggested a state; a temporal condition, regardless of age, denoted
identity development, this formed the basis of my research. My beliefs concurred with
Berzonsky (1985) that academic underachievement commonly resided in the least
sophisticated statuses, Diffusion and Foreclosure. Individuals labeled as Foreclosed do
not reach their full potential because they do not explore better suited alternative choices,
while Diffused individuals fail to explore or commit, effectively “doing nothing” with
their lives. Streitmatter (1989) noticed that, “late adolescents coming from a divorced
family situation are more likely to be identity achieved” (p. 50), which lent support to my
hypothesis that environment impacted identity attainment. Moreover, Achieved
individuals have more freedom extended to them by parents; more flexibility and far less
overprotective. These privileges afford the individual greater opportunity to explore, a
prerequisite for sophisticated identity development.
Although age is not a precursor, early adolescents should be in the Diffused status
(Adams et al, 1989; Waterman, 1993a; Bergh & Erling, 2005). My analysis returned
similar findings. St. Clair and Day (1979) found that over two thirds of their Achieved
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students came from families of divorce or had one living parent. I presumed that my
sample’s similar family dynamic would exhibit maturity and responsibility, however what
I observed was less significant. Accountability for younger siblings did nothing to
contribute to the overall household. I concluded that identity can be achieved through
actual experience and not solely via what I defined as responsibility. Operationalized
definitions of maturity and responsibility may have returned different results. I maintain it
is a process not a set stage as Erikson (1950) theorized, however I submit there exists a
minimum age requirement for sophisticated identity development.
Status Similarities and Differences
Marcia (1967) found that certain statuses held many similarities. Achieveds and
Moratorium status individuals share commonalities, as do Diffuseds and Forecloseds.
This implies that exploration determines sophistication more so than commitment.
Marcia (1994) stated that subtypes exist and categorizing individuals into a single status
should be avoided. A prevalence of certain characteristics, for example anxiety and
creativity, are more common in some statuses and should be addressed. More than half of
the sample (n= 55%) were classified in the Diffused status; very low and/or non-existent
Exploration and Commitment, which would present with what could best describe as an
“aimless” goal trajectory. However, students who exhibited greater confidence in career
choice, with little to no anxiety, is often seen exclusively with individuals in the
Foreclosed status (Marcia, 1993b).
The literature lists Foreclosed individuals (see Marcia, 1993b) as being very rigid
and inflexible regarding career choice. Foreclosures exhibit the least amount of anxiety
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because they adopt a predetermined goal, either from parents or other authority figures,
without evaluative thought. I think the confidence that arises from less anxiety may be
responsible for resolute decisions regarding future careers. Marcia (1993b) has claimed
that refined statuses demonstrate greater competence in personal relationships. The
participants in the current study had neither explored nor actively pursued their desired
careers, indicating a marked lack of rational thought when coupled with their high degree
of commitment. The absence of required, abstract knowledge, apart from what was
experienced on television, for example, seems temporal in nature, and similar to Piaget’s
(1926) concrete operational stage. Though parents “committing” their children to Little
League or piano lessons are analogous to exploration, they are considered vicarious.
Children are experiencing something, however the feeling is in the present without the
cognitive understanding of why they are doing it.
Implications and Importance of Research
Physical development and environmental influence are two of the most important
factors involved in identity development (Kroger, 2007b). Age, gender, and ethnicity all
contribute directly on how society perceives a child, their perception of themselves, and
how their identity develops. Early adolescents are unlikely to see the direct connection
between the present and the future. Ten year olds do not see the importance of doing well
in school at this point in their lives as the future is so far removed from the present.
Establishing a connection between cognition (Piaget, 1926) and early adolescent statuses
may increase understanding of what is “normal” development among this demographic.
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Almost every student in the current study wished to attend college with socially
desirable, white collar professions, the primary choice for future careers. Playing
professional sports and joining the military were also very popular selections, and while
college is not necessary for these pursuits, students insisted on attending. Higher
education was deemed a prerequisite for future success by the participants, yet the
reasons were not understood. The questions I posed were, “Where does college as a
requirement come from?” and, “Why does a discrepancy exist between career
expectations and academic requirements?” Higher education’s importance is thoroughly
understood, although why one must attend and how are not. Commitment to pursue a
college education superseded reason and necessity. In other words, everyone was going to
college, regardless of whether or not their career required it.
Considering the inconclusive evidence thus far with respect to identity
achievement among early adolescents, this research aims to benefit education in the
following ways. First, adolescents will learn the nature of identity development, allowing
for exploration prior to commitment and culminating with self-actualization. For
example, when a child expresses interest in a specific profession he should be presented
with two arbitrary options, a desired one and an alternative. After the child chooses and
commits to his desired selection, a third, better option is then presented. The young
person will realize making life decisions prior to knowing all available options may lead
to accepting mediocre choices. Secondly, parents and educators will encourage
adolescents to base decisions on individual needs, thus avoiding less refined selections
resulting from ascribed commitment.
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To increase children’s understanding of possible career paths, the curriculum could
be expanded. A “treatment” variable, such as a career planning module, could be
implemented to prepare students for what to expect. This, along with a control group for
example, could identify any possible developments regarding identity that resulted from
increased understanding. Exploration and commitment would be more salient constructs
if the students were made aware of the necessary requirements that went along with their
chosen careers. In other words, the difference between wanting to be a doctor because “it
sounds cool,” to knowing that you have 10 more years of Math and Science after high
school. This realization may impact on arbitrary career choices and form a basis of
exploration founded on desire and ability
Limitations and Suggestions for Improvement
Limitations of the Research Design
This research design had three limitations. The first limitation was a relatively
small sample size and a 65% response rate that effectively removed one whole class from
the study sample. Second, the research was cross-sectional, which precluded pre- and
posttests for both the quantitative and qualitative measures that would have removed or
identified any discrepancies in their responses. In addition, the potential effects of age on
the identity development process may have been observed. Third, the reworded
instruments may have affected the validity and reliability, and limited the topics allowed
for discussion with this demographic.
This demographic, fifth graders, has never been studied in terms of identity
achievement and academic performance. Although I gained insight regarding future plans
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certain aspects of their developmental status were difficult to ascertain. The children’s
observed mature behavior and responsibility did not render an Achieved status based on
the constructs of exploration and commitment.
Marcia’s (1966) definition of identity revolved around the notions of exploration
and commitment, however since he differentiated from Erikson (1950), status versus agebased stage, respectively, there is not an exact time frame established for exploration or
commitment. In other words, how long does exploration last? How long does one
explore? How is commitment measured?; How do we know when someone is committed
to something? Adams and Montemayor (1983) showed that 50% of college students
showed growth in identity while only 15% remained stable in their committed/Achieved
status. Adams and his colleagues (1998) stated that temporary regression from Achieved
to Moratorium and back again to Achieved, was a normal developmental cycle.
However, Erikson (1968) and Marcia et al. (1993a) noted that progressive change was
twice as likely as regressive in late adolescents and young adults, going from Moratorium
to Achievement.
Distinct measures establishing the duration prescribed to periods of exploration
and commitment are nonexistent. These children are too young to have had any real
experiences, instead the notions of occupation, discipline, marriage and gender roles have
only been theoretically entertained. In order to measure whether sufficient exploration
was experienced by this method an operational definition and valid instrument is
required. Moreover, considering that in the interviews the students expressed a great deal
of commitment to their chosen profession, I would recommend that a similar measure
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defining commitment be proffered. If a caring child chooses to become a doctor because
it is noble, should we adhere to Marcia’s (1966) requirements of identity Achievement?
Must the child consider alternatives with a similar degree of commitment to demonstrate
sufficient exploration and commitment? Furthermore, is depth or breadth more important
once a commitment has been made?
The small sample size and lack of comparative evidence between low SES and
high SES may have produced significant results. I petitioned three schools; a standard
district school, a Charter school, and a private school, in an effort to obtain as much
information regarding maturity level, parental influence, and socioeconomic status. The
private school felt that study would be invasive and declined to participate. The response
rate at the remaining schools was approximately 60% (n= 78) which resulted in low
statistical power and generalizable results. Flores-Crespo (2007) found that indigenous
children in his sample; those that lacked equitable education and whose parents had
limited education, had high academic scores. In replicating this study, I would require
data regarding SES to differentiate between groups, while simultaneously comparing
within group similarities in terms of responsibility, maturity, career choice and
commitment. Interviewing every student is also a requirement.
This research employed one interview session. The data provides only a
“snapshot” of the students’ thinking concerning family and career, for example.
Longitudinal research would allow for an intervention aimed at expediting identity
consolidation, in turn improving acculturation (Schwartz, 2005). Furthermore, any
knowledge students gained regarding their chosen careers, for example, would be
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valuable. Evidence of students taking action would include academic requirements;
grades and years in school, specifics about the career, along with which schools offered
certain programs, and whether or not college was a prerequisite. Interviewing students on
more than one occasion, asking for students’ definitions of exploration and commitment,
operationalizing them, would have been beneficial.
The interview questions were adapted from Marcia’s (1966) Interview Protocol,
however, the vulnerable population limited the depth to which each question could be
pursued. I would study the same age group in addition to including more personal
questions regarding home life; family status (traditional or other), perceived versus real
socioeconomic status, and parents’ occupation and/or income. The distinctiveness
between a district school and the Charter school may also have presented certain data.
Charter schools uphold the same academic standards as district schools, however this
particular one served students who were credit deficient or had behavioral issues.
Furthermore, the Charter school is a K-12 school and environment may play a role.
Children in a K-12 do not have to acclimate to a new school after completing grade 5 and
may maintain a higher degree of confidence.
Although this study had limitations and no significance resulted, I did gain
considerable knowledge about this demographic. In a follow-up study I intend to include
four improvements. The first improvement would be the administration of a more ageappropriate instrument. Goth, Foelsch, Schlüter-Müller, Birkhölzer, Jung, Pick and
Schmeck (2012) developed a 58-item instrument aimed specifically at early adolescents.
Additionally, statuses identified from current research (see Luyckx et al., 2008a) should
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be addressed in the interview questions as well. Items should address immutable traits,
such as gender, as equally as environmental influences and ethnic and cultural differences
on identity development, that were not addressed in previous models (Marcia, 1966).
Secondly, a more structured interview protocol would remove any potential
differences resulting from asynchronous questioning, and simplify analysis. Considering
the continuous nature of identity development, longitudinal variations may exist.
Multiple interview sessions embedded in a longitudinal design would identity
comparative measures between two grades and uncover potential growth experienced
over the course of the school year. The use of an open-ended question at the end of the
interview would allow participants to freely add any information they wish.
Thirdly operationalized definitions are needed. The late adolescent understanding
of what it means to explore and commit is far-removed from a pre-adolescents and may
be too abstract. Having a friend your “whole life” is completely different for a child than
an adult, the same may be true of exploration and commitment. Choosing a career based
on a television show is not equal to having held countless jobs and finally realizing that
you want to be a doctor. Yet, the degree of commitment may be the same for the fifth
grader and the adult, respectively. Conducting a pilot study that operationalizes
definitions of exploration, commitment and autonomy, derived from student interaction
may support Marcia’s (1966) theoretical model in the future that was not seen in this
research. Finally, curriculum; a more objective measure of academic performance is
required, thus additional courses must be included.
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A follow up study would need to include questions that specifically ask a
participant, “Why did you choose this career?” (e.g. doctor, lawyer); “Where did you get
the idea?” (e.g. parents, television) and something that aims to determine the underlying
appeal of these types of professions. Discerning the motivation behind career choice may
lead to predicting propensity towards exploration and eventual level of identity
attainment. If we can understand why someone chose a specific profession, we may be
able to determine whether they will explore further or remain in their present status. I
think that television may present an opportunity for children to “explore” a great deal
without the actual “experience” normally associated with Marcia’s (1966) idea of
exploration. According to Turow (1989), medical dramas, have increased in popularity
over the passed fifty years and gained an educated audience, medical students for
example, because of the exacting nature of clinical accuracy associated with the shows.
Autonomy should also be included to measure agency and decision-making.
During the interviews, students expressed career choices that were essentially
unemployable, for example Parkour (urban runner) specialist, yet parents would be very
supportive, according to the child. The children were convinced they could decide on any
career, however, follow up questions showed that parents had differing views regarding a
chosen career that was inadequate to their alternative. Parents displayed authority over
career choices through repeated use of “insist” and “don’t.” Pre-determined goals exist
and the parents’ decision takes precedence over the child’s imagined autonomy. I think
questions focused on autonomy such as “is it real?” would shed further understanding on
how mature the children truly are and how many decisions are actually theirs.
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Summary
The study aimed to establish whether identity was achieved earlier than commonly
accepted. According to Marcia (1966, 1980), identity development requires exploration
prior to commitment to be fully realized. A 10-year-old child has had neither ample
opportunity to consider options nor the desire to do so because all needs are met;
commitment to the status quo is easy. Diffusion is the natural status for this demographic.
The youngsters are unaware they have choices, therefore they have not made nor are they
even attempting or willing to make, a commitment (Marcia, 1966). Identity achievement
usually happens after finishing college and having gained some insight and experience.
Students aware of “who they were” should be academically focused, planning for the
future and possess greater maturity resulting from added responsibility.
The age of the participants did not allow for vast experiential knowledge, however,
supportive parenting, in addition to added responsibility and autonomy, presented itself in
the large number of committed children (n = 14) and those actively exploring (n = 13).
The students demonstrated knowledge and commitment regarding career choice and the
importance of further education.
Diffusion and Foreclosure were the principal identity statuses expressed among the
early adolescents in this sample. This finding calls into question the meaningfulness and
comparability of any identity status at specific grade levels. Since identity formation
involves individual "age-appropriate" exploration and commitment, expressing interest in
a television character and/or career description for example, does this count as
exploration and commitment?
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The demographic is simply too young to have explored or experienced anything
in a meaningful manner. Their commitment appeared to be based solely on hypothetical
aspiration rather than true adherence. Children are exploring watching television, reading
a book or discussing career goals, equally as an adult is who takes a class or claims a
major. Therefore, I think that because of the very nature of this age group an
accommodation should be made to differentiate the demographic from the adults.
Independent measures for each of the identity statuses showed a bias towards the
Achieved category. Furthermore, the results identified large percentage of students in the
Moratorium status, lending credibility to my initial hypothesis. Individuals in the
Moratorium status are actively exploring, thus demonstrating a mature consideration of
alternative careers and goals, rather than those in the less refined Diffused or Foreclosed
status. According to Marcia (1966, 1980) early commitment, as evidenced by this sample,
may result in less exploration, which in turn can affect later well-being. This may be true,
but all commitments are negotiable and prone to change as children mature. Mikolyski
(2008) referred to this type of planning as a “future” category. She went on to state that
the individuals were intrinsically motivated and quite aware that the life they desired
required good schools and extensive education.
A substantial amount of variation existed for the academic scores. Substantial
evidence exists showing that parents want their children to at least attain their level of
success, and most want even higher (Mikolyski, 2008). However, identity status is often
indicative of children’s relationship with their parents. In other words, children who are
categorized in the Diffused status often have parents that are indifferent, inactive,
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detached and rejecting. Fathers are often absent through separation or divorce. Those in
the Foreclosed status had the closest relationship with parents. The parents in Mikolyski’s
(2008) study were very child-centered, and even though they showed great affection and
were supportive, they had little tolerance for individual differences.
In Mikolyski’s (2008) study, Moratorium status children reported conflict in their
families and became ambivalent and critical of parents. In spite of that, parents
encouraged independence through self-expression and embracing individual differences.
Those in the Achieved status also showed ambivalence towards their parents. The parents
encouraged autonomy, were very supportive, minimally controlling, were very
affectionate and praised their children often. Also, like those in the Moratorium status,
parents of Achieved students were very tolerant of individual differences (Grotevant,
1983; Marcia, 1980; Waterman, 1982). Marcia (1980) found that relationship with samesex parent influenced identity more than opposite sex parent: a good role model was
essential for establishing a solid foundation for identity development.
Discussion and Conclusion
Archer and Waterman (1983) analyzed multiple studies (n = 7) with participants
from 6th grade up to college age and found indications that adolescents based career
choice on the media, parents’ and friends’ suggestions, or a summer job. Marcia (1966)
intended for actual exploration; the individual attempting different jobs and roles,
however society has changed. Research on pre-adolescents finds that 25% pretended to
be someone else (Lenhart, Rainie, & Lewis, 2001).
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SES and Aspirations
Research on career choice over the last few decades indicates children
consistently chose some of the same professions (see Gallup, Top Ten Career Choices).
The vagueness of adolescence (Arnett & Taber, 1994) has individuals gravitating towards
something safe, for example becoming doctors because their father was a doctor (Archer
& Waterman, 1990). Relying on parents exemplifies Foreclosure (Marcia, 1994, 1995).
However, building a sense of self through self-directed decision-making, autonomy, is of
paramount importance during the transition to adulthood. Each decade influences choice:
space exploration in the late ‘50s and early ‘60s had children choosing to be astronauts,
however certain professions, such as doctors, lawyers and teachers maintain steady favor
with children. This sample displayed similar findings.
The high percentage of free and reduced lunch indicates lower SES and no
socially desirable careers among the parents. The decision to pursue higher education
suggests exploration since the respondents are striving to extricate themselves from the
status quo. This presumption intimates that career choices originated from elsewhere or
that alternate statues exist (Luyckx et al., 2008a). Children undergo “vicarious”
exploration and commitment through various media, television for example, and parental
influence, regarding future career choices. In other words, television has replaced
“experience;” actually doing something, as a means of exploring career choices through
shows and actors, respectively.
Goodman (2007) stated, “To medical educators and students, these (television)
programs offer a host of dramatic live-action tutorial cases of unprecedented
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quality...student viewers are exposed to an array of patient scenarios, technical
procedures and medical terminology that contributes...to their education”(p. 182). A study
by Valkenburg, Schouten and Peter (2005) found 50% of adolescents, aged 9-18,
experimented with their identity on the internet. They found that the most important
reason for this activity was self-exploration and occurred more often with younger
adolescents. Valkenburg et al. (2005) continue, stating the identities adolescents assume
are, “consistent with stereotypes” (p. 397), with no gender differences in frequency
Commitment without Exploration.
The sample was very confident concerning their career goals and these assertions
result from something other than the traditional, role adoption method. According to
Marcia (1966), individuals traditionally committed to a prestigious career, for example
doctor or lawyer. The participants expressed a great deal of decision-making ability based
on an obvious lack of conventional exploration.
Qualitative analysis showed Moratorium status individuals made up a small
(15%) part of the sample, and while not a highly committed status, it presents a higher
level of sophistication regarding identity development. Differentiating between direct,
experienced firsthand, and indirect, experienced through media, exploration is required.
The commitment expressed in the interviews was refined, yet cannot be explained with
the available identity status categories.
The key to a well-defined and sophisticated identity requires adequate exploration
prior to commitment. Although going from Moratorium to Achievement and repeating
(MAMA) the cycle is developmentally normal, (Adams & Montemayor, 1988; Stephen,
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Fraser, & Marcia, 1993) the literature does not establish parameters regarding exploration
breadth or depth. “Exploring” alternatives by observing others may be just as effective as
exploring ourselves. In other words, the individual needs to experience and/or explore
alternatives, however it need not be first-hand, instead vicarious, second-hand
exploration, watching others may be sufficient for children this age.
Moratorium is an adaptive status that leads to forming a stable commitment.
Considering the numerous possibilities that exist regarding career, evaluating each one
may be protracted. In fact, perpetual identity confusion may result from an inability to
make a decision (Berzonsky, 1985; Marcia, 2002). This degree of indecision echoes
Diffusion, the least refined identity development status, rather than the highest,
Achievement (Côté & Schwartz, 2002). Luyckx, Schwartz, Berzonsky, and colleagues
(2008) found support that ruminative exploration, possibly “over-thinking,” exists among
Moratorium status individuals, while the Achievement cluster scored low on ruminative
exploration and high in both the breadth and depth. In other words, vicarious and/or
indirect exploration may be less ruminative, thus more productive because. The
proliferation of medical and forensic dramas, has potentially supplied the required
“breadth” and “depth” for commitment.
Moratorium may be a form of “arrested development,” much like Diffusion (Côté &
Levine, 2002; Orlofsky, Marcia, & Lesser, 1973), and impedes solid commitment
formation, the opposite of what is required for Achievement. Individuals wish to make a
commitment and therefore strive for an “end goal,” in turn freeing themselves from
indecisiveness and perpetual exploration. Considering the age of the participants, there
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seemed to exist an intermediate status between Moratorium and Achievement or they
were “moving towards commitment” as suggested by Marcia (1966). Exploration, even
vicarious, leads to a more sophisticated identity status. Embracing their resolve
categorizes them as Achieved (Luyckx et al., 2005). Maintaining a conventional view of
exploration, diminishing expressiveness and autonomy, relegates them to the Foreclosed
status (Soenens & Vansteenkiste, 2011).
It is difficult to isolate an individual into one specific status because everyone is
in a very different state of development and the transitional moments are often as
important as the eventual established status. In other words, the times when people are
exploring and considering options does not instantly culminate with the next status but
rather may itself be a status for that individual and/or demographic. An example of this
would be the Moratorium status. Moratorium is filled with exploration with an
ambivalence toward commitment. The reason for this is that individuals in this status are
torn between remaining true to themselves or following the status quo; leading versus
following (Marcia, 1993b). Therefore, commitment to something, even without depth and
breadth of exploration, may in fact be preferable.
Exploration determines identity achievement to a greater degree than
commitment. Television influences individuals’ career choices and offers a vicarious
experience to explore.
Directions for Future Research
Further research is necessary. I propose that career commitments based on popular
media depiction of characters equals that of empirical knowledge. Confirmation of this
phenomenon cannot be established definitively within the confines of this study.
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While the data did not provide significant results, the levels of exploration and
commitment were indicative of a greater refinement in identity development. I think that
a larger sample and surveys revised for age-appropriate items that also capture constructs
would prove that an established knowledge of oneself allows for greater focus on
academics, the future, and eventual identity achievement.
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APPENDIX A
RESEARCH DESIGN: EXPLANATORY SEQUENTIAL MIXED METHODS

Phase

Products

Administer demographic
survey, EOM-EIS-II, and EIPQ
in one session

QUANTITATIVE
Data Collection

Analysis of quantitative measures
on statistical program (e.g. SPSS)

Present results

QUANTITATIVE
Results

Purposefully select subjects based
on identity status and grade

Purposefully select students to
participate in interviews

QUALITATIVE
Data Collection

Semi-structured interview session
with students

Coding and identifying themes

QUALITATIVE
Data Analysis

Coding and identifying themes

Conduct teacher interviews

QUALITATIVE
Teacher Interviews

Use to objectively gauge student
self-report measure

Procedures

OVERALL FINDINGS
& INTERPRETATION
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APPENDIX B
DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEY
Instructions: Check (x) the best response for each item:
1. Gender: (a)________Male

(b)________Female

2. How old are you? ________
3. Ages of your brothers and sisters ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______
4. Race/Ethnicity:
(a)______Asian/Pacific Islander
(b)______Black/African American
(c)______Native American
(d)______Latino/Latina American
(e)______White American
(f)______Biracial/Multiracial
(e)_____Other: please specify_________________________
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APPENDIX C
INTERVIEW
How old are you?
Do you have any brothers or sisters?...Older or younger?
R-Do you have plans to go to college?...If you were to go to college, what would you do?
P-Uh, (takes time thinking)…
R-Anything you like, what would you do?
(after answer prompt)…This is your idea? Or did your parents say, ‘Honey, you’d be a
great... We want you to be a...’
Have your parents ever told you what they want you to do?
What do your parents do if I can ask?
How many jobs do you think you’d try before you found something really cool?
Okay, let’s say that you’re in college…and you’re thinking about those things (careers)
you mentioned…How much time would you put in on each of those? How much effort?
So, if you went to them and said, ‘Mom, dad, I’ve narrowed it down. I’m either gonna be
a police officer, or a nurse…Do you think they’d tell you to be one more than the other
one?’
What you would do with your kids? If your kid came to you and said, ‘Mom, I either
wanna be a…or a…What would you say?’
Do you plan to get married one day?...If you planned on getting married, what would be a
good age? A good time….Would you get married while you were in college?
If you got married, would you have children?
How do your parents deal with conflicts, like arguments?...What about grounding? Would
he ground you or just yell at you?
How would you discipline your own kids? The same way? Your parents gotta good
system here?
What’s one really cool thing about being a girl/boy?...If you had a choice, would you
remain a…or be a…? Why?
What are the advantages of being a…? What about being a (the opposite)?
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Where did you learn how to act like a boy/girl? Did someone teach you or did you just
figure it out? …Did your parents ever sit down and tell you this is what you’re supposed
to do?
Would you have a job? …Share the duties of the house? Would your spouse have a job or
stay home? What if one of you has a really good job, can the other stay home?
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APPENDIX D
COMPLETE CODING TABLE
Parameters

Topic
Career
Higher Education-Pursuit

Coded As

College Intent-Personal

Detailed Description

Student responds that they intend to pursue a college degree

Inclusion Criteria

Indication that the student plans to go to college

Exclusion Criteria

Student has no intention of going to college

Typical Exemplars

When asked whether they plan to go to college, the student replies in
the affirmative

Coded As

College Intent-Parental

Detailed Description

Parents demand that child go to college and/or get a specific job/
career. The eventual career is not relevant as much as college
attendance in and of itself

Inclusion Criteria

Parents make their wish known by telling child that s/he is going to
attend college

Exclusion Criteria

The parents do not wish their child to go to college

Typical Exemplars

“You are going to go to college,” or “Study hard, get good grades, and
go to college.”

Coded As

No College Intent

Detailed Description

Student responds that they do not intend to pursue a college degree

Inclusion Criteria

Indication that the student does not plan to go to college

Exclusion Criteria

Student has intention of going to college

Typical Exemplars

When asked whether they plan to go to college, the student replies in
the negative
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Parameters

Topic

Higher Education-Necessity
Coded As

Irrelevant

Detailed Description

The student’s chosen job/career does not require a college degree, yet
the student is still going to college

Inclusion Criteria

Including college attendance, regardless of chosen career path

Exclusion Criteria

Job/career does not require college degree and student will not be
attending college

Typical Exemplars

Student has chosen auto mechanics as future career and says s/he is
going to college

Coded As

Generational Improvement

Detailed Description

The decision to go to college is based on the notion of improving
present life as well as the life of future children

Inclusion Criteria

The child mentions improving life, getting a better job, more money,
and/or that parents never went

Exclusion Criteria

No mention of college as beneficial to present or future

Typical Exemplars

“I want to get an education so I can get a better job,” or “I want to go
to college to get a better job and make a better life for my kids”

Number of Career Choices
Coded As

Undecided

Detailed Description

The student has no definite idea of what they are going to take in
college

Inclusion Criteria

Students who have made a decision to go to college but do not know
what degree/program they are going to pursue

Exclusion Criteria

Students who know what they are going to take in college
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Parameters

Topic

Typical Exemplars

Students who definitely want to go to college but have not given any
thought as to what they are going to do/take, e.g. In response to, “Do
you know what you are going to take?” or “What do you want to be?”
they reply, “No” or “I haven’t given it much thought.”

Coded As

Single

Detailed Description

The student lists/opines on one and only one future career and/or
profession, at the outset of questioning, that s/he would like to pursue

Inclusion Criteria

Students who mention only one profession and/or career when asked
about plans for college

Exclusion Criteria

Students who mention more than one potential career/profession when
asked about plans for college

Typical Exemplars

When given the opportunity to choose any and/or all types of careers/
professions, the student mentions only one

Coded As

Multiple

Detailed Description

The student lists/opines on more than one future career and/or
profession, at the outset of questioning, that s/he would like to pursue

Inclusion Criteria

Students who mention more than one profession and/or career when
asked about plans for college

Exclusion Criteria

Students who mention only one potential career/profession when
asked about plans for college

Typical Exemplars

When given the opportunity to choose any and/or all types of careers/
professions, the student mentions more than one

Multiple Career Choice
Coded As

“In The Sphere”

Detailed Description

Career choice that is connected and/or alike to alternative choices.
There is a common theme, or element; All choices fall under an
inclusive realm
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Parameters

Topic

Inclusion Criteria

A selection of career choices whereby they are connected under a
similar theme, e.g. medicine

Exclusion Criteria

The connection is based on salary, e.g. $100K, and not based on
knowledge, e.g. university degree in similar field

Typical Exemplars

Doctor, physical therapist, nurse, dentist

Coded As

“Out of Sphere”

Detailed Description

Career choices that are diverse and unconnected to any alternate
choices. There is no common theme, or element. Choices seem
random

Inclusion Criteria

Career choices are random, with no underlying similarity or
connection

Exclusion Criteria

Career choice alternatives that may have some, albeit distant,
underlying connection, regardless of degree of schooling or salary

Typical Exemplars

Response from student would include an example like the following,
“I wanna be a Doctor, Soldier, Mechanic, or Professional Football
player”

Career-Social Level
Coded As

Blue Collar

Detailed Description

Jobs that are not considered professions; a trade that requires manual
labor; hours that extend beyond 9 to 5

Inclusion Criteria

Any job, for example, that requires working with one’s hands; does
not require college degree; the individual is paid an hourly wage.[Blue
collar: of, relating to, or constituting the class of wage earners whose
duties call for the wearing of work clothes or protective clothing.
(Merriam-Webster Dictionary)]

Exclusion Criteria

Any professional career, requiring a college/university degree

Typical Exemplars

Hairstylist, mechanic, salesperson, etc.

Coded As

Responsible/Pragmatic
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Parameters

Topic

Detailed Description

The chosen job/career is attainable and provides the basic necessities
to survive and support a family; goal is to be gainfully employed

Inclusion Criteria

A job/career that focuses on covering rudimentary needs; e.g. shelter,
food, etc. without the need for social desirability, fame or fortune

Exclusion Criteria

Any job/career that relies on some underlying notion of success that
may include increased discretionary income and/or the ability to have
more than is necessary to survive

Typical Exemplars

Hourly jobs and/or positions with little to no discretionary income, but
having the basic requirements to survive; shelter, food, clothing, etc.

Coded As

Realistic

Detailed Description

Attainable careers that pay salaries that allow an individual to
maintain an above average standard of living, e.g. upper-middle class

Inclusion Criteria

Careers that are earned through degree programs, promotions based
on job performance

Exclusion Criteria

Any career that pays over six figures and requires little to no work

Typical Exemplars

Professor, lawyer, doctor, banker

Coded As

White Collar

Detailed Description

Jobs that are considered professional careers; a college/university
degree is required; the individual works 9 to 5 or similar consistent
shift

Inclusion Criteria

Any job, desk or otherwise, where the work requires knowledge
gained from academic degree program; individual works on salary.
[White collar: of, relating to, or constituting the class of salaried
employees whose duties do not call for the wearing of work clothes of
protective clothing. (Merriam-Webster Dictionary)]

Exclusion Criteria

Jobs that are manual labor; don’t require a college degree; the
individual is paid an hourly wage
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Parameters

Topic

Typical Exemplars

Teachers, accountants, lawyers, etc.

Coded As

Socially Desirable

Detailed Description

Careers that are considered to be indicative of high social status;
respected by a large percent of the population; high salary

Inclusion Criteria

Traditionally sought after careers; doctors, lawyers, that make top ten
list consistently (source; Gallup Poll)

Exclusion Criteria

Jobs that don’t have social cache; high pay, e.g. plumber, is excluded

Typical Exemplars

Doctor, lawyer, veterinarian

Coded As

Fantasy/Fame-seeking

Detailed Description

Any profession and/or career that attracts attention or adoration of
fans. Careers that put an individual in the public eye; exorbitant
salaries

Inclusion Criteria

Jobs that include some type of public appreciation and/or fan base;
Professional athletes and movie/television stars, appear on magazines

Exclusion Criteria

Indirect connection to celebrity; e.g. producers, directors, politicians,
community leaders that contribute and are recognized, famous, by the
community but lack the “notoriety” of print ads, television, etc.

Typical Exemplars

Professional athletes, UFC fighters, actors, musicians, etc.

Coded As

Irresponsible/Fun

Detailed Description

Jobs/careers that seem more “vacation than vocation,” whereby the
individual wants to play, instead of work, and earn money for it

Inclusion Criteria

Any job/career that seems more childish than adult-like with an
underlying notion of being fun and getting paid for it

Exclusion Criteria

Any job/career that does not meet traditional definition of “real,”
“normal,” and/or “regular” job
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Typical Exemplars

Skateboarder, video game player

Career Choice-Contemplation
Coded As

Future Thinking

Detailed Description

Whether the child has spent any time thinking about the future and
what they want to do with their lives

Inclusion Criteria

If the child has thought about finishing school, going to college, and
has made tentative plans on what they want to accomplish with their
life

Exclusion Criteria

The child has not considered the future but is content just being a
child for the time being

Typical Exemplars

The child makes mention of achieving good grades, attending higher
education, getting married, having kids, etc.

Career Choice-Knowledge
Coded As

Career Naïveté

Detailed Description

Student exhibits no discernible knowledge regarding the requirements
of their chosen career

Inclusion Criteria

Students who believe that good behavior, and being a good person, is
sufficient to attain chosen career

Exclusion Criteria

Students who know the necessary requirements, e.g. college and job
description, for their desired profession

Typical Exemplars

Completing homework and being good will suffice to become a
doctor

Coded As

Superficial

Detailed Description

Student exhibits very little knowledge regarding the requirements of
their chosen career

Inclusion Criteria

Student knows that career will require college but they are unaware of
the job description
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Exclusion Criteria

Students who know in depth the requirements for their chosen career

Typical Exemplars

Student knows what chosen professional/worker does, but not to what
extent and/or degree. E.g in response to what kind of doctor, the
student will reply, “One that works in a hospital.”

Coded As

Adequate

Detailed Description

Student realizes that college is required for their chosen profession/job
and knows what said professional/worker does, e.g. requirements

Inclusion Criteria

Students who can offer a definition and job description

Exclusion Criteria

Students who cannot define career and/or give description

Typical Exemplars

Student response includes job description, e.g where person works,
what they do, etc.

Coded As

Advanced

Detailed Description

Student gives detailed description of intended career/job along with
necessary academic requirements, e.g. if college is required and/or
length of time required in college, or to attain position

Inclusion Criteria

Students who know how to clearly and succinctly describe their
desired position and the necessary academic requirements

Exclusion Criteria

Students knowledge includes job title and simplistic definition that
does not mention academic requirements, e.g. doctors work in
hospital, or “little kids” doctor rather than pediatrician

Typical Exemplars

Students who offer detailed description of future profession along
with knowledge of where said individual works and how long it will
take to attain this position
Career Choice-Planning/Foresight

Coded As

Goal Setting

Detailed Description

The child has a solid grasp of the requirements necessary to reach
their academic and professional goals and has made progress towards
attainment already
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Inclusion Criteria

The child has good grades, knows that they need a college degree for
their chosen career and demonstrate a desire maintain good work
towards accomplishing their goal

Exclusion Criteria

The child does not have a grasp of the requirements for their chosen
career, nor are they making an effort to fulfill them

Typical Exemplars

The child wishes to become a doctor so they are trying really hard to
get good grades so they can go to a good college, etc.

Coded As

Whimsical

Detailed Description

The child has chosen a prestigious career but their level of preparation
is lacking

Inclusion Criteria

The child wants to be a professional performer but does not take any
classes or the child wants to be a professional athlete but rarely
practices; no objective measure of ability

Exclusion Criteria

Future career is clearcut and child is making incremental preparations
towards attainment

Typical Exemplars

Parent compliments child on ability giving child the impression they
are able to pursue their “talent” on a larger scale

Career Choice-Sources of Knowledge
Coded As

Internal

Detailed Description

The child’s chosen career has been influenced by some past
experience that they have intimate knowledge about

Inclusion Criteria

The career chosen by the child comes as a result of some personal
experience, internal, that made a lasting impression on the child

Exclusion Criteria

Career choice is based on external notion of desirability

Typical Exemplars

If the child had a job as a babysitter, getting career that allowed them
to work with children, e.g. teacher, would demonstrate how the past
influenced the future career decision
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Coded As

External

Detailed Description

The child’s chosen career has been influenced by some outside past
experience, e.g. media (T.V., Internet, etc.) and/or family, etc.

Inclusion Criteria

The career chosen by the child comes as a result of some
advertisement and/or suggestion made by an authority figure, that
made a lasting impression on the child

Exclusion Criteria

Career choice is based on internal notion of desirability

Typical Exemplars

If the child saw a job on television, e.g. in a commercial or television
series, that seemed interesting, or if a parent or other authority figure
made suggestions regarding a specific career that influenced the child

Parental Influence
Coded As

Parental Reasoning

Detailed Description

The underlying reasons parents give requiring the child to attend
college

Inclusion Criteria

Parents telling child to go to college to get an education, improve their
lives and those of their own children; get a better job

Exclusion Criteria

Attending college seems like it’s expected rather than required and
parents don’t include any reasons regarding the importance

Typical Exemplars

Personal improvement, improving lives of family, financial success

Coded As

Parental Influence-Suggested

Detailed Description

The parents give the child some example of what s/he should do for a
career; subtle additions to conversation

Inclusion Criteria

Adding specific jobs/careers to list of possible paths the child can take

Exclusion Criteria

No mention of future career path, or the opposite is true whereby the
parents make demands regarding the child’s future career

Typical Exemplars

The inclusion of job/career alternatives added by parents to the child’s
personal list
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Coded As

Parental Influence-Enforced

Detailed Description

The parents tell the child what s/he should do for a career; directing
the child toward a specific job/career path

Inclusion Criteria

The parents remove child’s career ideas while adding in their own
plans for the child’s future

Exclusion Criteria

Subtle suggestions given as alternatives by parents

Typical Exemplars

A definitive request to pursue a specific field and/or endeavor

Coded As

Vicarious

Detailed Description

Parents living their dreams through their child; The student wishes a
career path that their parents did not follow through on

Inclusion Criteria

Any connection between the child’s chosen profession and mention of
parent having done said activity as a child

Exclusion Criteria

Child going to college but parent(s) never have is not indicative of
vicarious experience

Typical Exemplars

Parent used to play football as a child and child wishes to pursue a
professional football career

Marriage and Family-Spouse
Coded As

Traditional

Detailed Description

The child adheres to traditional views of family: finding someone and
getting married

Inclusion Criteria

The desire to get married, carrying on role set out by parents, e.g. a
Foreclosed status position (Marcia, 1966), demonstrates a lack of
exploration but steadfast commitment

Exclusion Criteria

Choosing alternative, such as not getting married

Typical Exemplars

Future includes a spouse

Coded As

Contemporary
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Detailed Description

The child adheres to a non-traditional view of family: no desire to get
married

Inclusion Criteria

The desire to remain unmarried, thereby not embracing the role set
out by parents, e.g. Moratorium or Achieved status position (Marcia,
1996), demonstrates a desire for exploration with or possibly with
commitment, respectively

Exclusion Criteria

Choosing alternative, such as getting married

Typical Exemplars

The future does not include a spouse

Marriage and Family-Children
Coded As

Children-Traditional

Detailed Description

The student shows a desire to be like their parents and have children;
Foreclosed status position (Marcia, 1966), demonstrates a lack of
exploration but steadfast commitment

Inclusion Criteria

The child envisions a job/career, spouse, and children in their future

Exclusion Criteria

The child may consider a job/career and a spouse, but does not wish
to have children

Typical Exemplars

The future includes children

Coded As

Children-Contemporary

Detailed Description

The student shows no desire to be like their parents and have children;
e.g. Moratorium or Achieved status position (Marcia, 1996),
demonstrates a desire for exploration with or possibly with
commitment, respectively

Inclusion Criteria

The child envisions a job/career, spouse, and no children in their
future

Exclusion Criteria

The child may consider a job/career and a spouse, but wishes to have
children

Typical Exemplars

The future does not include children
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Discipline-Methods

Coded As

Verbal/Corporal

Detailed Description

The method of punishment is verbal and/or corporal in nature,
involving some physical contact with the child by the parent, and/or
including yelling

Inclusion Criteria

Any method of punishment that results in the parent making physical
contact with the child, e.g. spanking, using a switch, slipper, hairpulling and/or raising their voice

Exclusion Criteria

Non-physical punishment, e.g. personal items are removed and/or
freedom, e.g. grounding

Typical Exemplars

The child is spanked, yelled at, and/or physically punished, e.g. “Stop
arguing and go to your room!”

Coded As

Tangible/Intangible

Detailed Description

The method of punishment is not corporal or verbal in nature,
involving no physical contact and/or yelling at the child by the parent

Inclusion Criteria

Punishment revolves around the removal of items that the child holds
dear, e.g. cell phone, computer, and or taking away certain freedoms,
e.g. “grounding”

Exclusion Criteria

Any physical or verbal punishment; e.g. spanking or yelling

Typical Exemplars

The child is punished by having some item taken away from them,
e.g. electronics, or freedom, e.g. “No television or going out with your
friends for a week.”

Discipline-Methods-Evaluation
Coded As

Effectiveness-Positive

Detailed Description

The child considers their parents’ method of discipline and regards it
as effective

Inclusion Criteria

Students’ responses indicate that parental method of discipline was
effective and would implement a similar method
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Exclusion Criteria

Students consider parental method of discipline to be ineffective and
would implement a different method

Typical Exemplars

The child commits to the method of discipline they grew up with, e.g.
traditional or contemporary, and disciplines his or her own child in the
same fashion

Coded As

Effectiveness-Negative

Detailed Description

The child considers their parents’ method of discipline and regards it
as ineffective

Inclusion Criteria

Students’ responses indicate that parental method of discipline was
ineffective and would implement an alternate method

Exclusion Criteria

Students consider parental method of discipline to be effective and
would implement a similar method

Typical Exemplars

The child determines the method of discipline they grew up with, e.g.
traditional or contemporary, was ineffective and disciplines his or her
own child in an alternate fashion

Gender Roles-Adoption
Coded As

Traditional

Detailed Description

The child adopts long-held male and female roles based on tradition

Inclusion Criteria

The male works, the female takes care of kids; the male must have a
job, the female does not require one other than taking care of children
and home

Exclusion Criteria

There are no set roles that men and women need to adhere to as a
matter of course

Typical Exemplars

Men are the breadwinners, they go to work while the wife stays home
and takes care of the kids.

Coded As

Contemporary
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Detailed Description

The roles for men and women are more egalitarian; there is no one
accepted role that only applies to men or women

Inclusion Criteria

Adopting a view without set male and female roles or stereotype or
prejudice

Exclusion Criteria

Maintaining traditional gender roles, prejudices and stereotypes

Typical Exemplars

Examples would include a woman going to work and the man staying
at home and taking care of the kids

Coded As

Appropriate Behavior

Detailed Description

Centers on where and how gender appropriate behavior is learned

Inclusion Criteria

Child states that gender-appropriate behavior has been observed,
suggested or explicitly taught by parents

Exclusion Criteria

Acquisition of gender-appropriate behavior exists but the child has no
knowledge of how

Typical Exemplars

“My dad told me how to act,” or “My mom said girls should always
be nice.”

Gender Roles-Stereotypes
Coded As

Personality Traits

Detailed Description

The child maintains a traditional, gender biased, stereotyped view that
there exists a difference between gender that allows for certain
behaviors but differentiates for others

Inclusion Criteria

Individuals allow for overlap regarding dress, sports, etc. but
maintains a strong view that one gender “does not belong” in a
specific field, career, etc.

Exclusion Criteria

Equality among the sexes; no gender stereotypes or biases

Typical Exemplars

Child allows for women to be professionals but does not allow for
men to be unemployed or stay home to watch children while wife
works
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Coded As

Physical Traits

Detailed Description

The child maintains a traditional gender-biased, stereotyped view that
there exist physical differences between genders that allow for certain
believed advantages and/or disadvantages

Inclusion Criteria

Individual maintains a strong view that one gender is more, or less,
capable, in certain athletic/physical endeavors

Exclusion Criteria

Physical equality among the sexes; no gender stereotypes or biases

Typical Exemplars

Child allows for women to be professionals but does not allow for
men to be unemployed or stay home to watch children while wife
works

Coded As

Academic Ability

Detailed Description

Students believe that certain undeniable differences exist between
boys and girls regarding school and grades

Inclusion Criteria

Child claims that definite differences in academics exist between boys
and girls

Exclusion Criteria

There are no differences between boys and girls regarding school and
grades

Typical Exemplars

“Boys are better in Math, but girls have higher grades in history…” or
“Girls pay attention in class while boys tend to play around.”

Coded As

Age Appropriateness

Detailed Description

The child holds biases regarding the specific age when certain things
are allowed, e.g. cell phones, dating

Inclusion Criteria

The students shows that there exist differences between the genders in
terms of certain things happening at specific times and those are the
rules and they are understood

Exclusion Criteria

It does not matter how old you are, boys and girls should be able to do
the same things and get the same things

Typical Exemplars

“When you get a certain age you’re allowed to…” or “It’s important
to think about certain things now.”
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Gender Roles-Behavior
Coded As

Acquisition

Detailed Description

Focuses on the acquisition of gender-specific behavior either through
observation or adults or from media, television for example

Inclusion Criteria

The child has a biased view regarding gender roles and behavior

Exclusion Criteria

There is no differentiation between genders, both are treated equally

Typical Exemplars

The child sees gender-specific behaviors as expected, e.g. “Boys are
better at school,” or “Girls take showers all the time, boys don’t”

Coded As

Gender Acceptance

Detailed Description

When prompted to decide whether to remain the same sex or change
to the other the child decides to remain the same sex

Inclusion Criteria

The child decides to maintain his or her present gender orientation

Exclusion Criteria

The student wishes to change his or her gender

Typical Exemplars

“If this was a magic wand and you could stay a boy or change into a
girl, what would you do?” and the child decides to remain his or her
present gender

Autonomy
Coded As

Real

Detailed Description

The child claims that future career choice is completely their decision
without any input from parents.

Inclusion Criteria

Child is allowed to choose any career they want with no interference
from parents

Exclusion Criteria

Parents influence child’s decision
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Typical Exemplars

“My parents said I could be anything I wanted to” or “They told me to
choose whatever I want.”

Coded As

Suggested

Detailed Description

The child is given the right to choose their desired career, but the
parents steer them towards the more acceptable one

Inclusion Criteria

The parent will accept the child’s choices regarding career path, but
will give the child their insight regarding what they think they should
do

Exclusion Criteria

The parent lets the child choose anything they wish without any input

Typical Exemplars

“Both are good jobs, but you choose whichever one you like.”

Coded As

Influenced

Detailed Description

Child’s future career is determined by parent

Inclusion Criteria

Child states that their parents would like them to go to college and
become a (blank)

Exclusion Criteria

Parents allow child to choose career that they like with no interference

Typical Exemplars

Direct statement from parents regarding child’s future career, e.g. “We
want you to come work in insurance with us.”
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